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The ability to anticipate the behavior of other vehicles on the road is a key part

of how humans drive safely in complex environments. This thesis presents work

enabling robotic systems to also anticipate the behavior of vehicles in the environ-

ment. The Hybrid Gaussian Mixture Model anticipation algorithm is presented,

and enables the state of a dynamic system, such as a tracked vehicle, to be ac-

curately predicted over useful time horizons, by using Gaussian Mixture Models

to represent the state uncertainty, and adapting the Gaussian Mixture Models on

the fly to any nonlinearities in the model of the dynamic system. Results show

high accuracy predictions of a tracked vehicle state can be made in real time. The

model used to anticipate the behavior of a vehicle in the environment must include

both the vehicle dynamics and the driver behavior, so the Gaussian Process adap-

tive Gaussian Mixture Model (GP-aGMM) algorithm is presented, using Gaussian

Processes to model human drivers and anticipate their behavior. Presented re-

sults show that the GP-aGMM can effectively anticipate the behavior of drivers

even in complex situations. Finally, the lane-feature Gaussian Process Anticipa-

tion (LFGPG) algorithm is presented. The LFGPA algorithm is similar to the

GP-aGMM, but abstracts the training data into a feature space that captures the

relationship between the driver and the road, locally. This allows training data

from one set of roads to be relevant to any roads. The power of the LFGPA algo-

rithm to reduce the requirements for training data is demonstrated in presented

results.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents research into the probabilistic anticipation of tracked dy-

namic objects, specifically human-driven cars, to enable safer autonomy of road

vehicles. Chapter 1 presents an adaptive propagation algorithm, capable of ef-

ficiently, and accurately, propagating the belief of an object’s state through an

assumed nonlinear dynamics model many steps into the future. Chapters 2 and

3 apply Gaussian Processes, a non parametric data driven modeling technique, to

the problem of modeling human drivers for the purpose of anticipation. Chapter 2

develops tools that enable the efficient use of Gaussian Process dynamics models

in an adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model estimator. Chapter 3 presents a general-

ization of the state space of tracked dynamic objects that enable drastic reductions

in the training data requirements of Gaussian Process driver models, enabling the

feasible use of such models in realistically large environments.

Chapter 1, published in IEEE Transactions on Robotics, develops a probabilis-

tic anticipation algorithm for dynamic objects observed by an autonomous robot

in an urban environment. Predictive Gaussian mixture models are used due to

their ability to probabilistically capture continuous and discrete obstacle decisions

and behaviors; the predictive system uses the probabilistic output (state estimate

and covariance) of a tracking system, and map of the environment to compute

the probability distribution over future obstacle states to a specified anticipation

horizon. A Gaussian splitting method is proposed based on the sigma-point trans-

form and the nonlinear dynamics function, which enables accurate predictions even

with nonlinear dynamics models. An approach to caching elements of this optimal

splitting method is proposed, in order to enable real-time implementation. Simu-

lation results and evaluations on data from the research community demonstrate

that the proposed algorithm can accurately anticipate the probability distributions

1



over future states of nonlinear systems.

Chapter 2, submitted to the International Journal of Robotics Research,

presents an adaptive Gaussian Mixture Model formulation for performing multiple-

step probabilistic state predictions using a nonparametric Gaussian Process re-

gression model. The presented prediction algorithm is applicable to any dynamic

system that is challenging to model parametrically, but where data is available.

Gaussian mixture elements are propagated through the Gaussian Process by ana-

lytically evaluating expectation integrals for the moments of the output distribu-

tion. Two metrics are presented and compared for adaptively splitting the initial

state distribution into a sum of Gaussians to reduce the effect of nonlinearities

on prediction accuracy: 1) an analytical evaluation of the excess kurtosis which

measures the non-Gaussianity of the output distribution, and 2) a weighted least

squares regression model which evaluates the local nonlinearity of the Gaussian

Process model with respect to the input distribution. In addition, an on-the-fly

data selection method is presented to reduce the computational complexity as-

sociated with analytically evaluating the higher order moments of the Gaussian

Process output distribution. The proposed adaptive Gaussian Process - adap-

tive Gaussian Mixture Model (GP-aGMM) formulation is applied to the case of

anticipating driver behavior at road intersections using a Gaussian Process driver

behavior model in combination with a parametric vehicle model. Prediction perfor-

mance for this scenario is evaluated using driving data collected from three human

subjects navigating a standard four-way intersection. Results demonstrate that

the presented prediction algorithm is capable of accurately capturing multimodal

behavior in the Gaussian Process training data.

Chapter 3 presents a novel method for performing road vehicle anticipation

using Gaussian Process driver models. The presented algorithm relaxes the need

2



for a specific training set for each environmental space, which is a key limitation of

using Gaussian Process driver models. Tracked vehicle states are generalized using

a transformation into a lane feature space that describes the relationship between

vehicle state and the local environment. The lane feature space allows a Gaussian

Process driver model trained using data from one environment to be applied to the

problem of anticipating the behavior of a vehicle driving in a different environment,

thereby eliminating the need for full environmental coverage by training data, and

enabling practical application. The challenge of defining relevant lane features is

addressed here by specifying a large number of lane features, and automatically

identifying relevant subsets of the lane feature space during training. The presented

algorithm is trained using the hciLab human driver data set, and evaluated both

in simulation and on examples from the hciLab data set.
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CHAPTER 1

PROBABILISTIC ANTICIPATION OF ROAD VEHICLES

1.1 Introduction

Autonomous urban driving is an important and maturing field in mobile robotics.

Intelligent vehicles promise to improve both road safety, vehicle efficiency, and con-

venience [2, 3, 4]. The finals of the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge (DUC) was an

empirical evaluation of the state-of-the-art at the time, integrating 11 autonomous

vehicles together with other robots and human drivers in an urban environment

for long-duration operations (> 4 hours) [5, 6, 7]. Continued development in the

field has led to autonomous cars beginning to drive in real urban environments

alongside civilian traffic [8, 9, 10, 11].

Many autonomous cars use primarily reactionary planners that rely on rapid

re-planning in order to respond to the dynamic environments in which they op-

erate [5]. A collision between the MIT and Cornell entries was one of several

examples in the 2007 DUC that raised safety concerns about reactionary planning

for autonomous driving [12]. One approach proposed to more intelligently handle

autonomous driving in dynamic environments is to incorporate ‘anticipation’ into

path planning, or predicting the future motion of dynamic obstacles for use in

planning. This area has been an active topic in mobile robotics in recent years

[13, 14]. This paper presents a formal method for probabilistically anticipating the

future behavior of tracked obstacles.

The problem of anticipation is inherently probabilistic, as it is impossible to

know the true future behavior of dynamic obstacles that make their own inde-

pendent decisions. In addition, the behavioral models used to anticipate obstacle

behavior are often highly non-linear. In the literature, several algorithms have

4



been proposed to simplify the problem, such as assuming no uncertainty in future

obstacle behavior [15, 16, 17]. These algorithms are well suited for cooperative

situations, where the obstacles can communicate their intentions to the robot, or

for short anticipation horizons. However, they do not provide sufficient informa-

tion for reasoning about an obstacle with unknown intentions over a significant

anticipation horizon. Similarly, several proposed methods consider only a subset

of obstacle uncertainty, such as along-track error [18]. These approaches reduce

the complexity of the problem to a manageable level, while still considering the

probabilistic aspects of obstacle anticipation, but are typically very simple and

narrow in their application.

Another class of algorithms applies standard estimation filters (Kalman Fil-

ter, Extended Kalman Filter, etc.) to the problem of anticipation [19, 20]. Such

approaches assume a model for the behavior of the obstacle, and provide mathe-

matically rigorous, probabilistic estimates of that obstacle’s state over the antici-

pation horizon. These approaches are well-suited to obstacles that are accurately

described by linear models because they maintain a single Gaussian to represent

the uncertainty. For obstacles with more complex behaviors, such as those based

on non-linear dynamics (e.g. cars, bicycles, etc.) and those that make discrete

decisions (e.g. intersections, passing, etc.), the uncertainty of the anticipated ob-

stacle state becomes inaccurate very quickly, thus severely limiting the prediction

horizon. Du Toit and Burdick [20] has been extended by the authors to use Gaus-

sian Mixture Models (GMMs) to capture multiple obstacle hypothesis, but is still

focused primarily on linear obstacle models [21].

More complex uncertainties can be addressed, while avoiding the linearization

problems of standard filters; for example, Monte-Carlo (MC) methods [22]. These

approaches are attractive because they can consider complex, non-Gaussian un-

5



certainties and allow for the use of non-linear obstacle models to capture complex

obstacle behavior. However, the accuracy of prediction scales with the number of

particles, and there are no guarantees that the particle set effectively covers the

true distribution of possible future obstacle states. Because the assumed dynamics

model for the obstacle has to be evaluated at every particle used in anticipation,

increasing confidence in the estimate is strongly traded with computational re-

sources.

A GMM based predictor is proposed in the paper to anticipate obstacle behav-

iors [23]. GMMs provide a well-suited representation to probabilistically anticipate

non-Gaussian obstacle states. Here, the GMM is used to uniquely include discrete

state elements that capture complex, high-level obstacle behaviors. Accurate an-

ticipation of a wide variety of dynamic obstacles is ensured using a novel method

for detecting linearization errors using sigma-point methods, and adjusting the

mixture accordingly by optimally splitting inaccurately propagated mixands. This

approach reduces the individual covariances of inaccurately propagated mixands,

bringing them into a nearly linear regime. The presented algorithm provides ac-

curate, probabilistic future obstacle state estimates and is shown to perform well

even with highly non-linear obstacle motion models.

This paper is outlined as follows: Section 1.2.1 defines the representation of

the obstacle state and Section 1.2.2 defines the mixture model. Sections 1.2.3 de-

scribes the discrete and continuous anticipation of the obstacle state. Section 1.2.4

provides an overview of the proposed algorithm. The details of temporal propaga-

tion are described in Section 1.3, including the non-linearity detection and mixand

splitting. Section 1.4.1 provides an example implementation of the anticipation al-

gorithm in simulation, and Section 1.4.2 demonstrates the efficacy of the algorithm

on a real data set. Section 1.4.3 demonstrates the potential safety improvements

6



by applying the proposed algorithm to the 2007 MIT-Cornell autonomous collision.

1.2 Hybrid Mixture Anticipation Algorithm

The hybrid mixture anticipation algorithm described in this paper is designed to

predict the probability distribution over the state of a tracked obstacle forward

in time. Hybrid, here, is used to denote jointly discrete and continuous compo-

nents. The intended application of the presented algorithm is to make accurate,

probabilistic information about future obstacle behaviors available for use in path

planning. In order to provide the most general algorithm, obstacle models can

include non-linear behaviors, as well as discrete variables to capture higher-level

decisions. To meet these requirements, the distribution over the obstacle state is

described using a hybrid Gaussian/discrete mixture model (hGMM).

1.2.1 Obstacle State Model

The obstacle state at time k (xk) is assumed to have continuous elements (xC
k ,

representing position, velocity, etc.) and discrete elements (xD
k , representing be-

havioral modes). The state vector is partitioned accordingly:

xk =

xC
k

xD
k

 . (1.1)

A model for the evolution of the obstacle state is assumed to be available, and

partitioned into discrete (fD) and continuous (fC) components:

xD
k+1 = fD

(
xD
k ,xC

k ,vk
)

xC
k+1 = fC

(
xD
k+1,xC

k ,vk
)

(1.2)
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where vk is the process noise vector at time k. fD and fC are both functions that

take as inputs point values for the vehicle state (xD
k ,xC

k ) and process noise (vk),

as this is typically how models are defined. The following sections generalize these

to hD and hC, which operate on distributions over, rather than samples from, the

vehicle state and process noise.

1.2.2 Hybrid Mixture Probability Distribution Represen-

tation

The probability distribution p(xk) is approximated using an hGMM. The hGMM

extends the GMM presented in Alspach and Sorenson [23] by including discrete

variables. Discrete variables allow the hGMM to capture both continuous behav-

ior of a system (position, velocity, etc.) as well as high-level, abstract behaviors

(turning left, going straight, etc.). The hGMM inherits the capability of GMMs

to represent many general probability distributions, with increasing accuracy in

the limit of a large number of mixands, while still maintaining the convenient

computational properties of Gaussian distributions. The hGMM is defined:

p(xk) =
Mk∑
i=1

wik · pi(xk)

where Mk is the number of mixands in the hGMM at time k, and wik are the

weights on each mixand at time k, such that

Mk∑
i=1

wik = 1, and wik > 0 ∀i. (1.3)

The mixand pi(xk) is defined as a Gaussian distribution over the continuous

state elements and a hypothesis (using a delta function) over the discrete state

elements:
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pi(xk) = δ(xD
k − αik) · N (xC

k |µik,Σi
k) (1.4)

where αik is the mixand hypothesis of the discrete state, and µik and Σi
k are the

mean and covariance of the Gaussian distribution over the continuous state.

1.2.3 Hybrid Mixture Propagation

The hGMM formulation enables each mixand to be propagated forward in time

independently using the dynamics model (Equation 1.2), thereby reducing the

complexity of the problem. The propagation of the mixands is complicated in

two ways, however. First, more than one discrete state can be transitioned into

(for example, a tracked obstacle approaching an intersection may turn left, turn

right, or continue straight). Second, the variance on the continuous state elements

may grow to the point where the mixand can no longer be accurately propagated

through the dynamics model. Each of these are addressed in the proposed proba-

bilistic anticipation algorithm.

Consider the discrete mixand propagation through the dynamics function from

Equation 1.2:


(α1

k, µ
1
k,Σ1

k, w
1
k)

...(
αMk
k , µMk

k ,ΣMk
k , wMk

k

)


hD
→



(
α1
k+1, µ

1
k−,Σ1

k−, w
1
k−

)
...(

α
Mk−
k+1 , µ

Mk−
k− ,ΣMk−

k− , w
Mk−
k−

)

 (1.5)
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where αik+1 is the discrete state for the ith mixand at the next time step (k+1). In

cases where a mixand has multiple possible next discrete states (such as a choice

of roads at an intersection), the mixand is split so that one copy of the mixand

can transition to each possible discrete state. Although the continuous aspects of

the mixand (µik,Σi
k) are not affected by the discrete propagation, the time index

k− is used to account for growth in the mixture size due to mixands transitioning

to multiple discrete states.

Similarly, the continuous mixand propagation function hC, is defined as:



(
α1
k+1, µ

1
k−,Σ1

k−, w
1
k−

)
...(

α
Mk−
k+1 , µ

Mk−
k− ,ΣMk−

k− , w
Mk−
k−

)


hC
→



(
α1
k+1, µ

1
k+1,Σ1

k+1, w
1
k+1

)
...(

α
Mk+1
k+1 , µ

Mk+1
k+1 ,ΣMk+1

k+1 , w
Mk+1
k+1

)

 (1.6)

where the right-hand side characterizes the propagated hGMM after one full step.

1.2.4 Algorithm Overview

The propagation steps of the hGMM are summarized in Figure 1.1. First, each

mixand pi(xk) in the hGMM at time k is propagated through the discrete dynamics.

This step has the potential to increase the number of mixands in the hGMM

due to the possibility of multiple discrete decisions being available to mixands.

Next, each mixand in the hGMM after discrete propagation is propagated through

the continuous dynamics. This step includes a linearity criteria (Section 1.3.2)

that ensures the accuracy of propagation by splitting mixands that propagate
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram illustrating propagation of hybrid Gaussian mixture
through a given dynamics model

inaccurately (Section 1.3.3). After the continuous propagation is completed, the

probability distribution over the state at time k + 1 can be written as:

p(xk+1) =
Mk+1∑
i=1

wik+1 · δ(xD
k+1 − αik+1)·

N (xC
k+1|µik+1,Σi

k+1). (1.7)

Note that the number of mixands (Mk+1) in the hGMM after the continuous prop-

agation can be larger than the number of mixands after the discrete propagation

(Mk−) due to the possibility that some mixands were split to ensure accurate

propagation through nonlinear dynamics.
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1.3 Mixand Continuous Propagation

The first step in the mixture continuous propagation is to predict the continu-

ous state distribution in each of the mixands forward one time step. The con-

tinuous dynamics function hC (Equation 1.6) uses the sigma-points (SP) trans-

form (sometimes called the unscented transform) [24, 25, 26, 27] to propagate

the mixand through the continuous dynamics function fC (Equation 1.2). Sigma-

points are well-explored for use in estimation problems involving nonlinear dynam-

ics and measurement models [24, 26]. The Gaussian distributions N (xC
k |µik,Σi

k)

and N (vk|0,Σv) are approximated by deterministically choosing sets of points χi
k

and Υk, called sigma points:

χi
k =

[
χi,1k , ..., χ

i,1+2nx+2nv
k

]
Υ =

[
Υ1, ...,Υ1+2nx+2nv

]
(1.8)

where nx is the dimension of xC
k and nv is the dimension of vk; the process noise

distribution is assumed to be time-invariant and Gaussian without loss of gen-

erality – time varying GMM process noise distributions can be used with minor

modifications. To find the individual sigma points in Equation 1.8, the matrix

square-roots of the covariances Σi
k and Σv are first solved:

Six,k ·
(
Six,k

)T
= Σi

k

Sv · (Sv)T = Σv

such that
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Six,k =
[
Si,1x,k, ..., S

i,nx
x,k

]
Sv =

[
S1

v, ..., S
nv
v

]
. (1.9)

The individual sigma-points are then defined using these matrix square-roots and

a parameter λ:

χi,jk =



µik, j ∈ {0, [2nx + 1, 2nx + 2nv]}

µik + γ · Si,jx,k, j ∈ [1, nx]

µik − γ · S
i,j−nx
x,k , j ∈ [nx + 1, 2nx]

Υj =



0, j ∈ [0, 2nx]

γ · Sj−2nx
v,k , j ∈ [2nx + 1, 2nx + nv]

−γ · Sj−2nx−nv
v,k , j ∈ [2nx + nv + 1, 2nx + 2nv]

(1.10)

where γ =
√
nx + nv + λ.

Each pair of points (χi,jk ,Υj) is then individually propagated through χi,jk+1 =

fC
(
αik+1, χ

i,j
k ,Υj

)
, and the resulting set χi

k+1 =
[
χi,1k+1, ..., χ

i,1+2nx+2nv
k+1

]
is used to

evaluate the impact of nonlinearities (Section 1.3.2) on the accuracy of predic-

tion, and to find the predicted distribution at time k + 1, N (xC
k+1|µik+1,Σi

k+1)

(Section 1.3.1).

1.3.1 No Splitting Case

If the mixand passes the linearity criteria described in Section 1.3.2, the propagated

sigma points are used to find the predicted mean and covariance (µik+1 and Σi
k+1)

for the mixand:
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µik+1 =
1+2nx+2nv∑

j=1
γj · χi,jk+1

Σi
k+1 =

1+2nx+2nv∑
j=1

βj ·
(
χi,jk+1 − µik+1

) (
χi,jk+1 − µik+1

)T

γj =


λ

λ+nx+nv
for j = 1

1
2(λ+nx+nv) for j 6= 1

βj =


λ

λ+nx+nv
+ 2 for j = 1

1
2(λ+nx+nv) for j 6= 1

. (1.11)

Once the mean and covariance are computed, the propagation of the mixand is

complete. If the mixand fails the linearity criteria, it is split into several mixands

with reduced covariance, described in Section 1.3.3.

1.3.2 Linearity Criteria

The strength of Gaussian mixture models is that they can accurately approximate

non-Gaussian pdfs that arise either through non-Gaussian process or measurement

noise or through non-linearities in the system model [23, 28]. Traditional Gaussian

mixture model propagation algorithms [29, 30] use standard non-linear filtering

techniques, such as Extended Kalman Filtering or Unscented Kalman Filtering,

to propagate the individual mixands without considering the impact of local non-

linearities in the system model on the accuracy of propagation. Motivated by a

careful examination of the sigma-points, this paper develops a natural measure

for how accurately a given mixand is propagated through the system model, along

with a splitting method to reduce covariances, which, in turn, improves propagation

accuracy.

The SP transform propagates Gaussian mixands through a temporal model
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using sigma-points; intuitively, this process performs a statistical linearization of

the model in the neighborhood of the Gaussian mixand. However, the SP transform

does not provide a measure of error introduced by the statistical linearization. In

order to evaluate the error introduced by the SP propagation, the linearization

residuals are proposed here as a metric. The process is as follows. First, a linear

model is defined:

χ̄i
k+1 = Aχ̄i

k + b · 1n

= [A,b]

 χ̄i
k

1n

 (1.12)

where the notation χ̄i
k, χ̄i

k+1 describes the subset of sigma-points related to the

state uncertainty, and not to process noise:

χ̄i
k =

[
χi,0k , ..., χ

i,2nx
k

]
χ̄i
k+1 =

[
χi,0k+1, ..., χ

i,2nx
k+1

]
. (1.13)

For a linear system, Equation 1.12 can be solved exactly for A and b. For a

non-linear system, the residuals can be calculate by casting the linearization as a

least-squares problem.

[A∗,b∗] = argmin


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥χ̄

i
k+1 − [A,b]

 χ̄i
k

1n


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
 (1.14)

The residual linearization error (eres), defined as:
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eres = min


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥χ̄

i
k+1 − [A,b]

 χ̄i
k

1n


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥


=

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥χ̄
i
k+1 − [A∗,b∗]

 χ̄i
k

1n


∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥ . (1.15)

The residual error is a direct metric of how well the optimal linear model explains

the propagation of sigma points through the nonlinear dynamics. If the underlying

model is linear, the residual error is zero. For nonlinear systems, the residual

linearization error indicates how locally linear or non-linear the underlying model

is in the neighborhood of the sigma-points.

An L-Q factorization can be used to compute eres:

LQ =

 χ̄i
k

1n

 , L ∈ Rnx+1,2·nx+1 and Q ∈ R2·nx+1,2·nx+1

where

L = [L0,0] , L0 ∈ Rnx+1,nx+1 and 0 ∈ Rnx+1,nx

such that L0 is lower triangular, and therefore cheaply invertible, and Q is or-

thonormal:

QQT = I. (1.16)

Substituting the factorization from Equation 1.16 into Equation 1.14 yields:

[A∗,b∗] = argmin
(
‖χ̄i

k+1 − [A,b] LQ‖
)

= argmin
(
‖χ̄i

k+1QT − [A,b] L‖
)
. (1.17)
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Because of the structure of L, the arguments [A,b] only effect the first nx + 1

columns of the norm in Equation 1.17. The matrix χ̄i
k+1QT is partitioned according

to what is explained by the linear model (χ̂i
k+1) and what is not explained by a

linear model (χ̂i
k+1,res). In block form, this is written:

[A∗,b∗] = argmin
(∥∥∥[χ̂i

k+1, χ̂
i
k+1,res

]
− [A,b] [L0,0]

∥∥∥) . (1.18)

The optimal arguments [A∗,b∗] can be extracted from the partitioned matrix in

Equation 1.18 and L0:

[A∗,b∗] = χ̂i
k+1L−1

0 . (1.19)

The desired linearization error eres, defined in Equation 1.15, simplifies to:

eres =
∥∥∥[0, χ̂i

k+1,residual

]∥∥∥ . (1.20)

Note that the linearization error eres can be calculated without requiring the com-

puted optimal arguments A∗ and b∗ in Equation 1.19. The scalar residual error

in Equation 1.20 quantifies how well the temporal propagation of the sigma-points

can be explained by a linear model, and therefore how well the local linearity

assumptions made by the SP transform hold for the mixand being propagated.

This metric is a refinement of the metric proposed by the authors in Havlak and

Campbell [31], and similar to the metric proposed in Huber [32]. Other accu-

racy metrics for the sigma-point transform have been developed, for example Van

Der Merwe [33] proposes a metric based on the Taylor series expansion of the

dynamics function, which requires a differentiable dynamics model. If the error

metric is above some defined threshold (eres,max), the mixand can be targeted for
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covariance reduction. However, this metric is scalar, and in order to effectively

reduce the covariance of the mixand to a specified level of linearization error, it

is desirable to identify which sigma-points are explained the least by the optimal

linear model.

Define E i
k+1 as the difference between the sigma-points propagated through the

system model and the optimal linear model:

E i
k+1 = χ̄i

k+1 −
(
A∗χ̄i

k + b∗
)

=
[
E i,1k+1, ..., E

i,2·nx+1
k+1

]
. (1.21)

The jth column of E i
k+1, E i,jk+1 is the residual linearization error associated with

the jth sigma-point. Similar to the linearization error eres, E i
k+1 can be computed

without computing the optimal linearization, given by:

E i
k+1 =

[
0, χ̂i

k+1,residual

]
Q. (1.22)

To effectively reduce the covariance of the mixand in order to reduce the lin-

earization error, the direction along which the linearization error is greatest is

identified as the optimal splitting axis (esplit). To find esplit, the sigma points

before propagation (χi,jk ) are weighted by the norm of their associated residual

linearization errors (
∥∥∥E i,jk+1

∥∥∥). The first eigenvector of the second moment of this

set of weighted sigma points is the axis along which the residual linearization error

is the greatest, and is used as the optimal splitting axis.

1.3.3 Gaussian Mixand Splitting

Given the sigma point residual error of the propagated mixand in Equation 1.22,

the next step is to adapt the mixture to decrease this error (and increase the ac-

curacy of the temporal propagation). This is accomplished by identifying mixands
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that are poorly propagated by the SP transform (using Equation 1.22) and replac-

ing them with several mixands with smaller covariances.

The approximation of a GMM by a GMM with fewer mixands has been explored

in the literature [34, 35, 36, 37, 1], as classical GMM filters experience geometric

growth in the number of mixands and require a mixture reduction step in order

to remain computationally tractable. The problem here, however, is the reverse –

splitting a mixand in order to reduce the variance of mixands. This problem is only

beginning to receive attention in the literature [32, 31, 38, 39], although there has

been interest in the topic in the machine learning community [40, 41, 42]. Other

adaptive GMM filters include Caputi and Moose [43], which relies on non-Gaussian

process noise to increase the number of mixands, and Terejanu et al. [44], which

adapts the GMM to nonlinearities by developing an update rule for the mixand

weights rather than by increasing the number of mixands.

There are two competing goals in approximating a single Gaussian by a GMM.

First, the GMM must closely approximate the original Gaussian. Second, the

covariance of the mixands in the GMM must be significantly smaller than the

covariance of the original Gaussian. A common metric used to evaluate how closely

two distributions approximate each other (e.g. comparing the GMM to the original

Gaussian) is the Kullback Leibler divergence (KLD), which measures the relative

entropy between two distributions [45]. However, the KLD between a Gaussian

and a GMM can not be evaluated analytically, and effective approximations can be

resource intensive [46, 47]. An alternative metric is the integral-squared difference

(ISD), which has a closed-form analytic solution when comparing a single Gaussian

to a Gaussian mixture [48]. Because the ISD can be exactly and quickly evaluated,

it is used here as the statistical error metric when comparing a Gaussian and its

GMM [48].
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JISD =
∫
x

(N (x|µ,Σ)− p̂(x))2 dx (1.23)

Formally, the Gaussian mixand splitting problem is defined as the approxima-

tion of a single Gaussian mixand N (x|µ,Σ) by a GMM p̂(x) = ∑N
i=1 wi ·N (x|µi,Σi)

such that the covariances of the mixands (Σi) are smaller than the original (Σ), and

the ISD between the original Gaussian and its GMM (Equation 1.23) is minimized.

The formal problem is to solve for wi, µi, and Σi for all i such that:

[wi, µi,Σi]i=1...N =

argmin
∫

x

(
N (x|µ,Σ)−

N∑
i=1

wi · N (x|µi,Σi)
)2

dx

 . (1.24)

Because this optimization is computationally expensive, an off-line optimal

solution is computed and stored for use as needed by the anticipation algorithm

in real time. Pre-computing an optimal split for real time use requires that the

pre-computed split can be applied to an arbitrary single Gaussian N (x|µ,Σ) and

splitting axis esplit (i.e. the general problem). Any single Gaussian and splitting

axis combination can be transformed to the problem of splitting a unit, zero-mean

Gaussian along the x-axis (e1) using an affine transformation.

Given a Gaussian mixand N (x|µ,Σ) and a splitting axis esplit, the following

transformations are applied in order to arrive at the pre-computed problem:

x̂ = RxT−1 (x− µ)

where T is the matrix square-root of Σ

Σ = TTT
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and Rx is a rotation matrix, computed such that the final splitting axis aligns with

the x-axis:

e1 = RxT−1esplit. (1.25)

Figure 1.2 illustrates the transformation in Equation 1.25 applied to a general

two dimensional Gaussian. Figure 1.2(a) shows the original single Gaussian to be

split, and the axis along which the Gaussian is to be split, esplit. Figures 1.2(b) and

1.2(c) show the translation of the Gaussian to the origin (x− µ) and the transfor-

mation that yields a unit covariance of the single Gaussian. Finally, Figure 1.2(d)

shows the rotation (Rx) applied that aligns the splitting axis with the x-axis.

The splitting problem has now been posed as splitting a zero-mean, unit Gaus-

sian along the x-axis into an N -component mixture of Gaussians:

{(w∗1, µ∗1,Σ∗1) , ..., (w∗N , µ∗N ,Σ∗N)} =

argmin
(∫

x
(N (x|0, I)− p̂(x))2 dx

)
. (1.26)

The solution to this optimization problem is computed off-line, and can be applied

at runtime to the general problem (Equation 1.24) using the transformation from

Equation 1.25:

wi ≈ w∗i

µi ≈ TRT
x · µ∗i + µ

Σi ≈ TRT
x Σ∗iRxTT . (1.27)

The offline optimization (Equation 1.26) solves for a Gaussian mixture with an

odd number (N) elements p̂(x) = ∑N
i=1 wi · N (x|µi,Σi) such that the ISD between

the split Gaussian mixture and the Gaussian distribution N (x|0, I) is minimized.
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(a) Single Gaussian (b) Translated to origin

(c) Transformed to unit variance (d) Rotated splitting axis

Figure 1.2: The transformation from an arbitrary Gaussian/splitting axis to the
offline problem
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For an nx dimensional Gaussian, there are N · nx parameters associated with

the means, N · 1
2(n2

x + nx) parameters associated with the covariances, and N

parameters associated with the weights. Due to the large parameter space, the

optimization problem is ill-posed, and computationally intractable even for off-line

optimization. To address these problems, several constraints are imposed to reduce

the parameter space. First, the means µ1 through µN are restricted to lie on the

x-axis and be evenly spaced, reducing the optimization parameters associated with

the means to a single spread parameter deltaµ:

µi =


(
i− N−1

2

)
δµ

0

 . (1.28)

This assumption is reasonable, as it spreads the means of split mixture along the

splitting axis and only this dimension of the covariance is being targeted for reduc-

tion. Furthermore, the derivative of JISD with respect to the off-x-axis elements of

the means evaluated at the proposed µi’s is exactly zero.

The next parameter reduction constrains the covariance matrices Σ1 through

ΣN to be diagonal, equal, and of the form:

Σi =

σ 0

0 I


(1.29)

where

σ ∈ [0, 1] . (1.30)

This targets only the covariance along the splitting axis; all other elements of the

split covariance matrices σ are optimally 1 (the derivate of JISD with respect to
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these elements evaluated at the proposed value is zero), so they are not considered.

This step reduces the parameters associated with the variance matrices to a single

parameter σ.

Finally, a further reduction to the parameter space is made by recognizing that

the optimal weights (w1 through wN) for a given set of means (µ1 through µN)

and variances (Σ1 through ΣN) can be found using a quadratic program, removing

the weights from the parameter search space entirely. Expanding the ISD, defined

in Equation 1.23, yields:

JISD =
∫
x
N (x|0, I)2 − 2N (x|0, I)p̂(x) + p̂(x)2dx

=
∫
x
N (x|0, I)2dx− 2

∫
x
N (x|0, I)p̂(x)dx+

∫
x
p̂(x)2dx

=J1,1 − 2 · J1,2 + J2,2.

Williams provides a closed-form solution for each of the above terms: [48]

J1,1 = N (0|0, 2I)

J1,2 =
∑
j

wj · N (0|µ̂j, I + Σj)

J2,2 =
∑
i

∑
j

wiwjN (µi|µj,Σi + Σj).

Re-arranging the terms yields a quadratic program with the weights as arguments:

JISD = J1,1 − 2fTw + wTHw, where

where

w = [w1, ..., wN ]T

Hl,k = N (µl|µk,Σl + Σk)

fl = N (0|µl, I + Σl)
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such that

wi ≥ 0 ∀i∑
i

wi = 1. (1.31)

Equation 1.31 can be solved with a constrained quadratic program to find the

optimal weights for the split, w∗i . This allows the weights to be removed from the

parameter space, as the optimal weights can be easily computed for each set of

parameters considered.

The resulting parameter search space includes only the spacing of the means

(δµ) and the reduction of the covariance (σ), making a high-resolution exhaustive

parameter search possible. The optimization is an interesting trade between goals.

First, JISD should be small, as this represents the error introduced by approximat-

ing the original Gaussian by the split distribution. Second, σ should be small, as

this reduces the effects of nonlinearities in the propagation. Finally, N should be

small in order to create manageable computation requirements.

Figure 1.3 plots the mean and standard deviation of the ISD as a function of

σ, and N for 5000 randomly generated examples of two-dimensional Gaussians

distributions and splitting axes. For each value of N , σ is varied between 0.01 and

0.5 and the optimal spread parameter and weights are computed. The optimized

split is then applied to 5000 randomly generated two-dimensional Gaussians and

splitting axes, and the ISD between each Gaussian and the resulting GMM after

the split is computed. Note that the tight error bounds indicate that the optimized

split consistently works well, even as Gaussian/splitting axis pairs vary, supporting

the approximation in Equation 1.27. Intuitively, σ = 1 minimizes the ISD, while

σ = 0 most reduces the variance along the x-axis. It is proposed here to first

choose a single value for σ, and then compute the optimal values for the spread

parameter δµ and the weights wi for different values of N .
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Figure 1.3: JISD as a function of N and σ, collected for 5000 randomly generated
two-dimensional Gaussian distributions and splitting axes. The one-sigma error
bars are shown

1.3.4 Benchmark Splitting Examples

To explore the impact of the parameter choices N and σ on the accuracy of prop-

agation of a single Gaussian through a nonlinear temporal model, two nonlinear

models are used as benchmark examples. The first is the univariate non-stationary

growth model (UNGM): [49, 50]

xk+1 = αxk + β
xk

1 + x2
k

+ γ cos 1.2k

α = 0.3, β = 1, γ = 1 (1.32)

and the second is a univariate cubic:

xk+1 = ax3
k + bx2

k + cxk + d

a = 6, b = 1, c = 1, d = 1. (1.33)
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The UNGM is commonly used to evaluate the performance of nonlinear filters [49,

50]. Also, for both the UNGM and the cubic model, the propagated distribution

p(xk+1) can be found analytically for comparison.

The accuracy of the GMM splitting routine is evaluated using 100 randomly

generated samples; each is a normal distribution (means uniformly distributed

between -2 and 2, and variances uniformly distributed between 0 and 2) and prop-

agated through the UNGM (Equation 1.32) and cubic (Equation 1.33) models

using cached splits. In order to explore the sensitivities in the proposed anticipa-

tion algorithm, the cached splits are generated using different variance reductions

(σ) and different numbers of mixands in the split (N). The GMM approxima-

tion to the propagated distribution p̂(xk+1) is compared to the exact propagated

distribution p(xk+1). The performance metric used to evaluate the accuracy of

propagation is the numerically evaluated KLD between the propagated mixture

and the true distribution, or:

KLD =
∫
xk+1

log
(
p̂(xk+1)
p(xk+1)

)
p̂(xk+1)dxk+1. (1.34)

Figure 1.4 plots the mean and standard deviation of the KLD between the true

distribution p(xk+1) and the GMM approximation p̂(xk+1) as a function ofN and σ.

The trends in each are similar. As σ decreases from 0.5, the accuracy of the split

mixtures increases (smaller KLD compared to the true propagated distribution

p(xk+1)). As σ becomes very small, approaching zero, the split mixture becomes a

poor approximation of the prior, introducing error in the propagation (higher KLD

values). As expected, larger values of N allow smaller values of σ, and therefore

more accurate mixture propagation. Even the least aggressive splits (σ = 0.5)

result in KLDs of approximately one-half that of propagation with no splitting,

while more aggressive splits show KLDs of approximately one-tenth that of the
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Figure 1.4: Accuracy of propagation for the UNGM model 1.4(a) and cubic model
1.4(b). For comparison, the mean and variance of the computed KLDs between a
propagation with no splitting and the truth are 0.5977 and 0.0630 (UNGM model)
and 1.4918 and 0.4259 (cubic model)

no-split solution.

These example problems can also be used to analyze how effective the linearity

metric eres (Equation 1.20) is at predicting propagation errors. eres is stored for

each single Gaussian propagated through the UNGM and the cubic function, and

the Pearson correlation between the residual linearization error, a metric that

predicts the error in propagation, and the KLD between the no-split solution and

truth, which is the actual measured propagation error, is computed. The Pearson

correlation coefficient is 0.778 (UNGM) and 0.535 (cubic model), indicating strong

correlation between the residual linearization error metric and the actual KLD

from the true mixture after propagation.

These two example problems indicate that the linearity criteria and the mixand

splitting algorithms greatly improve the accuracy of propagation of a single Gaus-

sian through a non-linear model. The choice of the linearity threshold (eres,max)

and of the split parameters N and σ are problem dependent, but can be explored

off-line prior to implementation.
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1.4 Experimental Results

Two systems, one simulated and one experimental, are used to analyze and evaluate

the hGMM anticipation algorithm. In both systems, the hGMM is used to predict

the future behavior of a tracked car driving on a known roadmap. Additionally, the

case of the 2007 Cornell-MIT autonomous collision is studied anecdotally. In order

to manage mixture complexity, the GMM reduction method proposed in Runnalls

[1] is used in the following examples.

1.4.1 Simulation

The simulation uses the hGMM to predict the future behavior of a simple sim-

ulated car driving in a Manhattan grid. Implementing in simulation allows the

assumed dynamics model to exactly match the true dynamics model of the sim-

ulated obstacle vehicle. This allows the performance of the hGMM in predicting

the distribution over future obstacle vehicle states to be studied independently of

the assumed dynamics model.

The hGMM algorithm is implemented using a four-state obstacle vehicle model

described in reference [31]. Obstacle vehicles are assumed to drive on a known road

network and to obey specified traffic regulations. Obstacle vehicles are modeled as

4-state bicycle robots, with the continuous state:

xC
k =



xk

yk

vk

θk


(1.35)

where xk and yk are the two-axis position of the center of the rear axle, vk is the

speed of the obstacle vehicle, and θk is the heading of the obstacle vehicle, all at
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time k. The continuous dynamics model for the obstacle vehicle is simple, though

non-linear.

xC
k+1 = f(xC

k ,uk) =



xk + ∆t · cos (θk) · vk

yk + ∆t · sin (θk) · vk

vk + ∆t · (u1,k + v1,k)

θk + ∆t · l · vk · (u2,k + v2,k)


(1.36)

Control inputs are throttle (u1,k) and steering angle (u2,k), and zero-mean, Gaus-

sian process noise (v ∼ N (0,Q)) enters on the control inputs. The time step is

∆t = 0.1 seconds in this example.

The hybrid aspect of the obstacle vehicle anticipation problem enters through

an assumed route planning controller, where the discrete states are road segments

in the map. The discrete dynamics function assumes that the route planning con-

troller takes all possible routes with equal probability. A path following controller

is assumed, which generates control inputs u1,k and u2,k that enables the obstacle

vehicle to follow the current route and maintain a speed of 10 meters per second:

uk =

u1,k

u2,k

 = h(xC
k ,xD

k ). (1.37)

This path following controller (Equation 1.37) is composed with the bicycle dynam-

ics (Equation 1.36) to arrive at the continuous dynamics function fC (Equation 1.2)

required by the hGMM:

xC
k+1 = fC(xD

k+1,xC
k ,vk) = f(xC

k , h(xC
k ,xD

k )). (1.38)

The anticipation algorithm is used with a time horizon of 3.5 seconds (approxi-

mately the time required for an obstacle to fully traverse an intersection) to predict
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the behavior of an obstacle car in several different scenarios. For comparison to

the hGMM, a large particle set is used to approximate the true distribution of the

obstacle state at future times. Three example scenarios (straight road, turn, and

intersection) are used to compare the output of the hGMM algorithm to the ap-

proximate true distribution. The negative log-likelihood (NLL) is used to evaluate

the difference between the true distribution, as represented by a particle set, and

the hGMM approximation. The performance of the hGMM is evaluated for differ-

ent values of eres,max, and compared to the baseline of the hGMM algorithm with

no splitting, which is equivalent to a single Gaussian UKF anticipation algorithm.
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Figure 1.5: NLL between “truth” particle set and computed probability distribu-
tions plotted against the lookahead time (up to a 3.5 second anticipation horizon)
for an obstacle vehicle on a straight road 1.5(a), approaching a turn 1.5(b), and
approaching an intersection 1.5(c).

Figure 1.5 shows the NLL metric for the three considered scenarios. The NLL
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is plotted as a function of lookahead time. Results are compared for four values of

eres,max, for each scenario: the hGMM with eres,max = 0.1, the hGMM with eres,max =

0.3, the hGMM with eres,max = 0.5, and finally the hGMM with eres,max = inf; the

latter is equivalent to a single Gaussian UKF predictor. When the obstacle vehicle

is traveling on a straight road (Figure 1.5(a)), all of the anticipation predictors

show similar performance, because the dynamics model is very close to linear in this

case. In Figures 1.5(b),1.5(c), the hGMM anticipation algorithm shows significant

performance improvement over the no splitting predictor, as non-linearities have

greater impact on the accuracy of propagation. The peaks in NLL that appear in

the second and third scenario correspond to the future time when the vehicle is

anticipated to be negotiating the bend in the road, when the model is exhibiting a

high degree of non-linear behavior. Once the turn is negotiated, and the vehicle is

anticipated to be on the straight road after the turn, the non-linearities fade and

the NLL decreases again.

Figure 1.6 shows the hGMM anticipated distributions of the rear-axle position

for the intersection scenario, for eres,max = 0.1. The hGMM anticipation algorithm

clearly captures the non-Gaussian nature of the probability masses that turn right

and left. This example illustrates both the splitting due to the discrete dynamics

(seen by separate probability masses taking each of the three options available at

the intersection) and the splitting due to nonlinearities (seen by the non-Gaussian

shape of the probability masses making the left and right turns). This figure also

demonstrates why Figure 1.5(c) has a peak just before 2 seconds lookahead – the

non-Gaussian shape of the individual probability masses is at its highest as the

obstacle vehicle is anticipated to be negotiating the intersection, as in Figure 1.6(b).

The four-state obstacle vehicle simulation example is also used to compare the

hGMM to Monte-Carlo (MC) propagation (particle filtering). MC methods are at-
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Figure 1.6: Anticipated distribution p(x, y) (position of the rear axle) as obstacle
traverses an intersection. The time at which the vehicle is observed is t, and the
time into future the obstacle is anticipated is tLA. The particle set used as truth
is overlaid as black dots.
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tractive because they inherently capture nonlinearities and multi-modal behavior.

However, the number of particles required to capture state propagation can be in-

tractably large, especially for higher-dimensional problems, and it can be difficult

to work with the discrete distributions produced by such methods.
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Figure 1.7: Perfomance of monte-carlo propagation of four-state obstacle vehicle
state distribution

To compare MC propagation to the hGMM, the true distribution is computed

by using a very large (six million particles) particle set. The performance of an al-

gorithm is defined by the ISD between the distribution produced by the algorithm

and the true distribution, computed using a four-dimensional grid. MC methods

using between 500 and 500000 particles are used to propagate the distribution over

the obstacle vehicle state forward in time, with multiple trials for each particle set

size. Figure 1.7 plots the result of the study. The trend is exactly as expected

– increasing the number of particles results in more accurate capture of the true

propagated distribution. The hGMM performance is shown for comparison. To

match the accuracy of the hGMM, approximately 10,000 particles are required. In

MATLAB, the hGMM propagation takes 1.23 seconds, while MC propagation for

a 10,000 particle set takes 356 seconds. The hGMM enjoys an enormous compu-
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tational advantage over MC methods for this problem, and this advantage enables

a real-time implementation of the hGMM, discussed in Section 1.4.3.

1.4.2 Experimental Data

In order to validate the probabilistic anticipation approach on more realistic prob-

lems, the hGMM algorithm was evaluated on a set of tracked vehicle data near

intersections. The data set used for this validation is the 2007 Columbus large

image format (CLIF 2007) data set made available by the United States Air Force

[51]. The data set consists of aerial imagery of an urban environment, at approxi-

mately two frames per second, collected by a large-format electronics observation

platform. A large number of vehicles are observed driving in a variety of con-

ditions. The validation focuses on vehicles observed traversing intersections, in

relatively light traffic, that have the right-of-way. A total of 40 vehicle tracks at

three different intersections are used.

In the proposed validation approach, an observed vehicle is tracked at time t,

giving a state estimate. This state is then predicted forward in time using the

hGMM with various values for eres,max, and an anticipation horizon equal to the

time over which the vehicle is tracked. The estimate of the observed vehicle state

at time t is used as the initial condition for the hGMM; subsequent measurements

are used to evaluate how well the hGMM predicts the behavior of the vehicle.

The same vehicle behavior model described in Section 1.4.1 (Equation 1.36) is

used in this experimental validation to describe the dynamics of observed vehicles.

Successive measurements of the tracked obstacle at times after t are compared to

the anticipated distribution over the vehicle state to evaluate how well the hGMM

algorithm anticipates the behavior of the tracked vehicle.

Figure 1.8 plots the log-likelihood (LL) of the hGMM anticipation agreeing with
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Figure 1.8: Log-likelihood and standard deviation of observed vehicles given by
hGMM anticipation algorithm as a function of eres,max

CLIF observations as a function of eres,max. At high values of eres,max, the LL is low

with larger uncertainty bounds, indicating poorer predictive performance. The

figure shows that smaller values for eres,max provide more accurate anticipation

of observed cars, as well as much more consistent performance. At values for

eres,max above approximately 0.5, the standard deviation becomes quite large. This

indicates that the covariance of mixands in the hGMM becomes large enough that

the sigma-point propagation becomes a poor and unpredictable approximation.

For very small values of eres,max, performance also degrades due to errors introduced

by repeated mixand splitting in the hGMM.

Figure 1.9 plots the p-values of t-test comparisons between the log-likelihood

data for each linearity threshold eres,max to the log-likelihood data for the maximum

linearity threshold (eres,max = 1). This figure shows that the improved performance

seen in Figure 1.8 for linearity thresholds eres,max = [0.05, 0.1, 0.2] is statistically

significant, as the corresponding p-values are below 0.05. For linearity thresholds

below this range, the accumulated errors introduced by repeated mixand splitting

degrade performance, and the log-likelihood performance is not statistically differ-
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Figure 1.9: t-test results comparing Log-Likelihood data at different linearity
thresholds eres,max to the data for eres,max = 1

ent from the data taken with a linearity threshold high enough that no splitting

occurs (eres,max = 1).

The LL metric studied in Figures 1.8 and 1.9 considers only the likelihood

that the observations agree with the anticipated obstacle state, and therefore only

evaluates the hGMM at the observations. Because of this, unreasonable predictions

(i.e. the car being very far outside the driving lane) are not penalized by this

metric. To compliment this metric, a second metric is proposed: the expected

off-track error (EOTE). The EOTE is defined as:

EOTE =
K∑
k=1

∫
xk

∫
yk

d(xk, yk)p(xk, yk)dykdxk (1.39)

where K is the anticipation horizon, d(xk, yk) is the distance of the rear axle

position (xk, yk) from the lane center, and p̂(xk, yk) is the anticipated probability

of the vehicle being at that position from the hGMM. This metric is equivalent

to the expected value of the out-of-lane position of the observed vehicle. This

metric directly measures how reasonable the output of the hGMM is, assuming

the observed vehicle is not behaving anomalously.
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Figure 1.10: Expected off-track error and standard deviation of observed vehicles
given by hGMM anticipation algorithm as a function of the linearity threshold
eres,max

Figure 1.10 plots the EOTE as a function of the linearity threshold eres,max

used in the hGMM. At high values of eres,max, the EOTE is large and has a large

standard deviation, indicating poor anticipation performance. For small values

of eres,max, the EOTE and its standard deviation decrease, indicating that the

hGMM predictions are more reasonable and more consistent. As with Figure 1.8,

for eres,max above 0.5 the standard deviation of this metric becomes large as the

mixand covariances become too large for the sigma-point approximation.

Figure 1.11 plots the results of t-test comparisons between the EOTE data

for linearity threshold to the EOTE data for the maximum linearity threshold.

These results show that the decreased EOTE seen in Figure 1.10 for small linearity

thresholds (eres,max ≤ 0.2) is statistically significant.

Figure 1.12 shows the results of the hGMM and single Gaussian anticipation

algorithms, respectively, for a vehicle making a turn at an intersection. The ini-

tial observation of the vehicle (green circle) is plotted along with the anticipated

distribution of the rear-axle position at future anticipated times. The actual mea-

surements are plotted as green crosses. Comparing the two approaches, the hGMM
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Figure 1.11: t-test results comparing EOTE data at different linearity thresholds
eres,max to the data for eres,max = 1

(a) tLA = 1s (b) tLA = 3s (c) tLA = 7s

(d) tLA = 1s (e) tLA = 3s (f) tLA = 7s

Figure 1.12: Anticipation of a real tracked vehicle using the hGMM
(1.12(a),1.12(b), and 1.12(c)) and a single Gaussian predictor (1.12(d),1.12(e),
and 1.12(f)). The vehicle state at time t is shown as a green circle. The observed
vehicle state at the lookahead time is shown as a green cross.
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predicts the measurements about as well as the single Gaussian method, accord-

ing to the LL metric in Figure 1.8. However, Figures 1.12(c) and 1.12(f) show

that the hGMM distribution is much more reasonable than the single Gaussian

method distribution in predicting locations that are actually on the road network,

particularly as the look ahead time increases. This is demonstrated by the large

amounts of probability mass outside of the actual expected driving corridor for

the vehicle in Figure 1.12(f), and is quantified by the EOTE metric which shows

clearly superior performance of the hGMM algorithm.

1.4.3 MIT-Cornell Collision Example

Figure 1.13: MIT-Cornell collision in the 2007 DUC

A motivating example for the importance of this work is the collision between

the Cornell and MIT entries in the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge (DUC). The

collision occurred when the Cornell entry, Skynet, stopped due to a perceived

blockage that was the result of a misplaced waypoint in the roadmap. MIT’s

entry, Talos, observing that Skynet had stopped, initiated a pass. While Talos

was executing the pass, Skynet recovered and began moving again. Talos, not

recognizing that Skynet was no longer a static obstacle, moved back into the driving

lane while Skynet, not able to anticipate the behavior of Talos, continued forward.
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The result was the low speed collision shown in Figure 1.13. Further details on the

collision are available in Fletcher et al. [12].

To demonstrate the efficacy of the hGMM anticipation algorithm at improving

safety, the scenario is re-visited using logged data from the 2007 collision. In this

example, Skynet uses the hGMM to anticipate the behavior of Talos (using the

simple vehicle model described in 1.4.1). At the same time, Skynet simulates it’s

own trajectory for the proposed behavior of resuming motion. The probability of

collision between Skynet’s proposed motion and the hGMM over Talos’ anticipated

state is evaluated using the approximation developed in Hardy and Campbell [13],

over a horizon of 3 seconds at 10 Hz.
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Figure 1.14: hGMM anticipation algorithm applied to the MIT-Cornell Collision

Figure 1.14 shows the results of the anticipation as a function of the lookahead

time. Figure 1.14(a) shows the initial condition – Talos is shown as the black car,

Cornell is shown as the green car. Figures 1.14(b), 1.14(c), and 1.14(d) show the
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scenario as it evolves at three different lookahead times. The hGMM probability

distribution prediction of Talos is plotted – in this case, the x-y position of the

rear axle. Skynet’s proposed position at the given lookahead time is also shown,

and the color corresponds to the probability of collision, with green being safe

(probability of collision of zero) and red being dangerous (probability of collision

of one). Figure 1.15 plots the anticipated probability of collision as a function of

lookahead time. The anticipated probability of collision increases as the antici-

pation algorithm looks ahead in time, and a collision is almost guaranteed by 2.5

seconds. These figures clearly show that even with a basic obstacle model, the

hGMM could have predicted, and therefore prevented, the MIT-Cornell collision.
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Figure 1.15: Anticipated probability of collision

Figure 1.16 plots the time required to predict an obstacle’s state forward 4.5

seconds for a range of values for both the linearity threshold and the maximum

number of mixands allowed at the end of each prediction step. The hGMM is

implemented in C# in Skynet’s planning algorithms on a modern, Intel Core i7

rackmount computer. The computation time grows with the number of allowed

mixands and the inverse of the linearity threshold, as expected.

Figure 1.17 plots the prediction accuracy of the hGMM as a function of the
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Figure 1.16: Computation time required to anticipate an obstacle to a 4.5 sec-
ond horizon as a function of linearity threshold and maximum number of allowed
mixands (enforced by Runnall’s reduction algorithm) [1]

linearity threshold and the maximum number of allowed mixands. Here the predic-

tion accuracy is measured by computing the Log-Likelihood between the hGMM

result and a large particle set propagated using the same vehicle dynamics model

as the hGMM. Figure 1.17 shows that prediction accuracy improves as the lin-

earity threshold becomes smaller, and degrades as the number of allowed mixands

becomes small. Note that the performance is independent of the number of allowed

mixands until the number of mixands becomes very small. Comparing Figures 1.16

and 1.17 provides insight on how to select the linearity threshold and the number

of allowed mixands for the assumed dynamics model.

The hGMM is currently implemented in Skynet’s planning algorithms with a

linearity threshold of 0.1 and a maximum number of allowed mixands of 10. This

implementation allows Skynet to anticipate the behavior of up to three obstacle

vehicles to a horizon of 4.5 seconds at greater than 3 Hz. Because the anticipation

result is never older than 1/3 seconds, but extends to 4.5 seconds in the future,

this is considered real-time performance.
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Figure 1.17: hGMM prediction accuracy as a function of linearity threshold and
maximum number of allowed mixands

1.5 Conclusion

An anticipation algorithm is developed which uniquely recognizes and mitigates

the impact of non-linearities in the hybrid dynamics function on the accuracy of

probability distribution propagation. A unique method for evaluating the accu-

racy of propagation of a Gaussian distribution through non-linear dynamics is

proposed, using the propagated sigma-points from the distribution. In addition,

a new method for splitting propagated Gaussian mixands due to nonlinearities is

developed. By detecting, and reacting to propagation errors introduced by non-

linearities, the proposed algorithm is shown to have significant improvements in

accuracy over standard propagation methods, such as the Unscented Transform.

The behavior of the non-linearity detection and the mixand splitting algorithms

are explored using several simulated example problems, and compared to a single

Gaussian sigma point method. In the case of benchmark nonlinear problems, the

hGMM anticipation algorithm is shown to better approximate the true distribu-

tions that arise than the single Gaussian sigma point method. The second set of

simulations use an obstacle vehicle driving on a known road network. The accu-
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racy of the anticipated probability distributions is compared across choices for the

linearity threshold parameter in the hGMM anticipation algorithm, and compared

to a single Gaussian sigma point predictor. Using a large particle set as truth, the

hGMM is shown to more accurately capture the behavior of the distribution over

future obstacle vehicle states, defined as the negative log-likelihood between the

particle set and the anticipated distribution.

The hGMM anticipation algorithm is validated on an experimental data set.

Specifically, the hGMM algorithm is used to predict the behavior of vehicles in the

CLIF 2007 data set provided by the USAF. The hGMM is compared to a single

Gaussian sigma point method by comparing predictions of a tracked vehicle state

to observations of the tracked vehicle. The hGMM is shown to provide increased

accuracy over the single Gaussian sigma point method using the log-likelihood as a

metric. The hGMM is also shown to provide predictions that are more reasonable

(i.e. that do not include predictions of anomalous behavior for vehicles that are not

behaving anomalously, by the expected off-track error metric) than propagation

with no splitting.

Additionally, the hGMM is applied to the scenario leading to the MIT-Cornell

collision in the 2007 DUC, and it is shown that the hGMM could have anticipated

the collision in time to prevent it.
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CHAPTER 2

PROBABILISTIC ANTICIPATION USING GAUSSIAN PROCESS

MODELS

This work was done in equal collaboration with Jason Hardy

2.1 Introduction

Gaussian Process (GP) regression modeling is a popular machine learning tech-

nique that is well suited for modeling complex, highly uncertain system behaviors

such as those of intelligent agents, advanced controllers, or poorly understood sys-

tem dynamics. GP regression modeling has been used to learn multi-step behav-

iors in reinforcement learning [52], time series forecasting [53], and human motion

modeling [54].

A key challenge in performing multiple-step prediction using GP regression

models is evaluating the GP over a distribution of input states. [55] show that a

GP dynamics model can be used in standard Bayesian filter formulations includ-

ing an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), and

a particle filter. However, the GP Bayesian filtering methods presented in [55]

approximate the propagated distribution by treating the GP as a point-to-point

mapping, while evaluating the output uncertainty only at the mean of the input

distribution. This can be an effective propagation strategy for sampling based

filtering techniques such as the UKF and particle filter, but sampling over a GP is

computationally challenging. [56] show that these approximations can be avoided

for a certain class of kernel functions by analytically evaluating the first two mo-

ments of the output distribution. [57] also derive a closed form solution for the

cross covariance between the GP input and output distributions for a general class

of GPs. This cross covariance information is necessary for applying measurement
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updates in a Bayesian filtering framework [58] and for capturing state dependent

behaviors where feedback control is prevalent, such as lane keeping tendencies for

human driven road vehicles.

Approximating the output distribution of a GP evaluated over an input dis-

tribution using the first and second moments can account for some degree of

nonlinearity as long as the output distribution is well modeled by a Gaussian

distribution[56]. When the output distribution is not well modeled by a Gaussian

distribution, this approach produces a poor approximation of the true output dis-

tribution. Non-Gaussianity in the output distribution can arise due to complex

nonlinearities in the GP data, such as multi-modal system behaviors. This paper

proposes that if the nonlinearities in the GP mapping are smooth, the true out-

put distribution can be better approximated by decomposing the input distribution

into a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), where each mixture element has a smaller

covariance than the original input distribution. This GMM approach has been ap-

plied to general nonlinear prediction and estimation problems [39, 59, 31, 60]. Here,

the adaptive GMM approach is used in the problem of estimating the output of a

GP regression model evaluated over an input distribution.

This paper presents an adaptive GMM GP prediction algorithm, referred to as

the GP-aGMM algorithm, for performing multi-step prediction of highly nonlinear

GP regression models. This algorithm extends the analytical GP prediction meth-

ods in [56], allowing for accurate prediction of highly nonlinear and multi-modal

GP models. To provide insight into the behavior of the GP-aGMM algorithm,

two metrics for splitting the input distribution are presented: 1) an analytical

derivation of excess kurtosis of the GP output distribution which measures the

non-Gaussianity, and 2) the error for a weighted least squares regression model

which measures the local nonlinearity in the GP mapping. The prediction accu-
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racy and computation of the two metrics are compared and discussed later in the

paper. An on-the-fly data selection procedure is also developed that allows the

analytical higher order moments to be computed using only a small subset of the

most relevant data from the GP model. This procedure is independent of, and can

be applied in addition to, global sparse GP strategies, such as [61], which seek to

reduce the entire GP data set to a smaller representative data set.

The GP-aGMM algorithm can be applied to any problem that requires multi-

step prediction of systems modeled by GPs. A motivating example used in this

paper is anticipating the motion of a dynamic obstacle with an intelligent controller

such as a road vehicle driven by a human or autonomous controller. Anticipating

dynamic obstacle motion is a key enabling step in planning and collision avoid-

ance systems for mobile robots in dynamic environments. Producing accurate

motion predictions for complex goal-oriented dynamic obstacles such as road vehi-

cles requires modeling obstacle intentions as well as the physical dynamics of the

obstacle’s motion. Obstacle predictions based on inferred obstacle goals have been

applied to mobile robots [18], autonomous road vehicles [22] [62], and air traffic

control systems [63]. GP regression has been used before to model the motion of

road vehicles. [64] and [65] both use GP regression to model the continuous state

derivatives of a vehicle’s motion given the current vehicle state; [66] sample from

a GP regression model, formed from the observed trajectories of traffic vehicles, to

perform collision risk assessment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides a brief

overview of GP regression models. Section 2.3 details an analytical solution for

the moments of a GP output evaluated over an input distribution as well as for the

cross covariance terms between the GP output and input distributions; the cross

covariance terms are critical to the proposed application of modeling a system with
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feedback control. Section 2.4 presents a novel method for on-the-fly selection of

the GP data set to improve computational efficiency. Section 2.5 presents the GP-

aGMM algorithm for nonlinear and multimodal systems, including the two metrics

for evaluating when to adapt the GMM. Section 2.6 provides prediction results for

a bimodal one-dimensional function to gain insight into the performance of the

GP-aGMM, and experimental results for a two stage driver-vehicle model trained

using data collected from human subjects demonstrating empirical validity.

2.2 Gaussian Process Overview

A GP regression model is a probabilistic regression model that represents a dis-

tribution over functional mappings from an input space to an output space,

where all outputs are jointly distributed as Gaussian. For a set of training data

D = {Dx,Dy}, where Dx = {xi}Ni=1 is the set of input data points and Dy = {yi}Ni=1

is the set of output data points, a GP regression model provides a distribution over

the function yi = g(xi) + εi, where εi ∼ N (0, σ2
n). A GP, given its data, is fully

specified by its mean, M(x), and covariance, C(xi, xj), functions. For this paper,

the standard zero mean function is used, M(x) = 0, and the covariance function

is an autoregressive kernel function using the popular squared exponential form:

C(xi, xj) = (2.1)

σ2
f exp

(
−1

2(xi − xj)TΛ−1(xi − xj)
)

+ σ2
n · δ(xi, xj)

where Λ is a diagonal weighting matrix, and σ2
f , Λ, and σ2

n are all covariance

function parameters that are fit by maximizing the likelihood of the training data

[67].

For a GP regression model with known parameters, the predictive distribution
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at an arbitrary point in the input space, x∗

p(g(x∗)|x∗) ∼N
(
µy(x∗), σ2

y(x∗)
)

is characterized by its mean and covariance:

µy(x∗) =k∗TK−1y, σ2
y(x∗) = k∗∗ − k∗TK−1k∗ (2.2)

where k∗ = [C(x∗, x1), . . . , C(x∗, xN)]T represents the covariance function evalu-

ated between the input point and each data point; Kij = C(xi, xj) represents the

covariance function evaluated for each pair of data points; k∗∗ = C(x∗, x∗) is the

covariance function evaluated between the input point and itself; and y is a vector

containing the output data points.

2.3 Analytical Evaluation of GPs at Uncertain Inputs

Multi-step prediction of a system model using GP regression requires evaluating the

GP over an input distribution instead of an input point. [56] show that the first and

second moments of the GP output given a normally distributed input have exact,

closed-form solutions for certain Gaussian kernel functions, including the squared

exponential kernel function given in Equation 2.1. Accurate prediction using GP

regression models may also require computing the cross covariance between the

input and output of the GP in order to capture autocorrelation or to define the

full joint state distribution for systems where the GP models only one aspect of a

hierarchical system’s behavior. Subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 provide an overview of

the analytical moment evaluations for the mean, the output covariance, and the

input-output cross covariance.
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2.3.1 GP Mean and Covariance at Uncertain Input

If the GP input x∗ is normally distributed such that x∗ ∼ N (µx,Σx), the GP

evaluation in Equation 2.2 becomes instead:

p (g(x∗)|µx,Σx) =
∫
p (g(x∗)|x∗) · N (x∗|µx,Σx)dx∗ (2.3)

This integral is intractable and can not be solved in closed form. However, the

mean and covariance can be exactly calculated in closed-form, and the GP output

distribution can be approximated by a normal distribution with the same mean

and covariance as the true distribution:

p (g(x∗)|µx,Σx) ≈ N (m(µx,Σx), var(µx,Σx))

where

m(µx,Σx) = Ex∗

[
Eg(x∗) [g(x∗)|x∗]

]
(2.4)

= Ex∗ [µy(x∗)]

var(µx,Σx) = Ex∗

[
varg(x∗)(g(x∗)|x∗)

]
+

varx∗(Eg(x∗) [g(x∗)|x∗])

= Ex∗

[
σ2
y(x∗)

]
+ varx∗(µy(x∗))

Quinonero-Candela et. al. provide exact, closed form expressions for the mean

and covariance [57].

2.3.2 GP Input-Output Covariance

The full joint distribution of the GP input and output distributions is:
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 x∗

g(x∗)

 ∼ N

 µx

m(µx,Σx)

 ,
Σx Σxy

ΣT
xy var(µx,Σx)


 (2.5)

and the GP input-output covariance is defined as:

Σxy = cov (g(x∗), x∗) =Ex∗

[
Eg(x∗) [g(x∗)|x∗]x∗

]
(2.6)

− Ex∗

[
Eg(x∗) [g(x∗)|x∗]

]
Ex∗ [x∗]

As with the mean and covariance (Equation 2.4), a closed-form expression for the

input-output covariance is available in [57]. This cross covariance term is criti-

cal for a variety of important applications, including: performing measurement

updates using GP measurement models; capturing autocorrelation in time-series

models; modeling a system with a feedback loop; and modeling systems using a

GP composed with a parametric model. The later case is attractive for model-

ing systems that can be partially described by a parametric model, but include

difficult-to-model processes that are more easily captured by a data driven GP.

An example is a vehicle driven by a human or autonomous controller, where the

vehicle dynamics are well-modeled by a parametric model, but the driver or au-

tonomous controller is sufficiently complex that collecting data and using a GP to

capture the closed loop driving behaviors is easier than attempting to construct

a parametric model. In the proposed application, the cross-covariance is used to

capture the correlation between the actuation commands of a human driver and

the state of the vehicle being driven.
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2.4 On-the-Fly Data Selection

Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 describe an exact method for finding the mean, variance,

and input-output cross covariance for a GP evaluated over a normally distributed

input. Assuming that K−1 is precomputed before performing any prediction, the

computational complexity of the analytical calculation of the output variance is

O(N2), where N is the number of data points in the GP. This scaling with the

square of the size of the data set means that evaluating the analytical solution

can be much more computationally expensive than numerical methods such as the

sigma point transform used in the UKF.

Existing GP compression approaches, such as [68], [69], and others summarized

in [70], seek to reduce computation by replacing the training data set with a much

smaller one that still captures the system behavior (thereby reducing N), and are

performed as pre-processing steps offline. The proposed method here operates

online, and works by using only the n most relevant points, where n << N , from

the training data to calculate higher moments. The proposed method here could

be used online on a GP that had already been compressed offline, for even greater

computational savings.

The mean m(µx,Σx) in Equation 2.4 is given by [57] as:

m(µx,Σx) = yTK−1l

where l = [l1, ..., lN ]T is given by:

li =
∫
C (x∗, xi)N (x∗|µx,Σx)dx∗ (2.7)

The vector l = [l1, ..., lN ]T is similar to k∗ in the standard GP evaluation in Equa-

tion 2.2, as both are vectors that measure the relevance each data point to the
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input distribution or input point respectfully. In many systems, only a small frac-

tion of the GP data is relevant to a given input. This implies that the output

covariance can be well approximated using only the n most relevant data points,

where n << N . This data selection step requires inverting the reduced data co-

variance matrix, K−1
red, which is O(n3); the covariance calculation then scales as

O(N + n3) instead of O(N2).

The selection of n is application-specific, and is discussed for the example ap-

plications in Section 2.6.

2.5 Adaptive Gaussian Mixture Formulation

A key component of the GP-aGMM algorithm is the ability to adaptively split the

input distributions into appropriately sized GMMs, if needed. The two necessary

elements for performing adaptive splitting are 1) a method for detecting when

splitting is necessary, and 2) a vector along which to split the input distribution.

Once the need for a split is detected, and a splitting direction is known, the input

distribution can be normalized and a precomputed GMM approximation can be

applied as in [31]. Section 2.5.1 presents a closed form analytical kurtosis metric for

detecting non-Gaussianity in the GP output. Section 2.5.2 presents a numerical

metric for detecting Local Linearity of the GP mapping. For both metrics, the

eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of the input covariance is chosen

as the splitting direction as in [71]; this selection splits the Gaussian along the

direction of its largest covariance. The two presented methods offer different trades

between computation and accuracy, as described in the results of Section 2.6.
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2.5.1 Analytical Kurtosis Evaluation for Non-Gaussianity

Detection

The kurtosis of a distribution is an established metric of non-Gaussianity [72]. The

excess kurtosis of a distribution is defined as

kurt(y) = E[y4]
(E[y2])2 − 3

where the excess kurtosis for a Gaussian distribution is zero. Typically, other met-

rics of non-Gaussianity such as negentropy are preferable due to concerns about

sensitivity to outliers when computing the kurtosis based on a set of samples. How-

ever, the negentropy of a GP output cannot be evaluated in closed form while the

excess kurtosis of the output distribution can be directly computed by analytically

solving the required expectation integrals.

Using excess kurtosis as a measure of non-Gaussianity, splitting is performed

whenever the magnitude of the excess kurtosis of the GP output surpasses a pre-

defined threshold. The Appendix provides a derivation for analytically calculating

the excess kurtosis of the GP output distribution. Note that the kurtosis calcula-

tion scales as O(N4), which prevents computationally efficient application of the

kurtosis metric for GP models with more than a small number of data points.

The on-the-fly data selection method presented in Section 2.4 enables the kurtosis

metric to be computed efficiently using only a small subset of the most relevant

training data points, resulting in a scaling of O(N + n4).

Selecting a threshold for the maximum allowed excess kurtosis, kmax above

which to split an input distribution depends on the application, available comput-

ing resources, and required performance. More specifically, this threshold direct

trades accuracy with computation – small values of kmax yield the most accurate
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performance, but also cause the number of mixands in the GP-aGMM to become

very large. Sections 2.6.1 and 2.6.3 study the selection of kmax in detail for two

example applications.

2.5.2 Numerically Evaluated Local Linearity

An alternative metric for determining when splitting is required to ensure accurate

propagation is the linearity of the GP local to the input distribution. Local Lin-

earity is defined here as the residual error of the least-squares fit to the GP data,

weighted by relevance to the input distribution; this metric is similar to metrics

that have been applied to adaptive GMM sigma-point filters [60, 31, 59]. The

linearity metric for an input distribution N (µx,Σx) is defined as:

e = ‖(y−A∗x̂) ·w‖

x̂ =


x1

1

 , ...,
xN

1




w = diag([l1/2
1 , ..., l

1/2
N ]) (2.8)

where y = [y1, ..., yN ] is the GP output data, and A∗ is the least-squares optimal

affine fit to the data, weighted by the relevance of each data point to the input

query. The relevance of a data point is taken here to be l, given in Equation 2.7.

The matrix A∗ can be found efficiently using the pseudo-inverse:

A∗ = (y ·w ·w · x̂) · (x̂ ·w ·w · x̂)−1 (2.9)

The Local Linearity metric is a direct measure of how affine the GP is local to

the input distribution. If e = 0, the GP data is exactly affine local to the input
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distribution, and the GP output is therefore well-described by a single Gaussian;

therefore, no splitting is required. As e becomes larger, the GP is nonlinear near

the input distribution, and the GP output poorly approximates the process by a

single Gaussian; thus, splitting is required.

As with the excess kurtosis metric, selecting a threshold emax above which to

split an input distribution is application dependant, and is studied in Sections 2.6.1

and 2.6.3.

2.5.3 GP-aGMM

Summarizing, the GP-aGMM prediction algorithm accurately propagates a GMM

through a dynamics model defined fully or partially by GP models. Such models

are applicable to any system with dynamics that are either poorly understood, or

computationally expensive to model, but for which data is available. The GP-

aGMM can be applied to systems with dynamics purely modeled by GPs, as in

Section 2.6.1, or to systems with dynamics that are modeled as GPs composed

with parametric models, as in Section 2.6.2. Algorithm

refalg:ch2:overall describes the GP-aGMM prediction algorithm for the latter case;

for the former case, the algorithm is similar, but does not include the parametric

model (steps 11-40). Algorithm

refalg:ch2:overall uses sigma points to propagate the distribution through the para-

metric model for generality [26], but in cases where the parametric model is easily

differentiable, the first-order Taylor Series approximation could also be used (as in

the Extended Kalman Filter).
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Algorithm 1 The GP-aGMM prediction algorithm
Require: xk ∼

∑Nk
i=1 w

i
k · N (µik,Σi

k)
Require: xk+1 = f(xk, [g1(xk), ..., gM(xk)]T ) where f is a parametric function and

g1 through gM are GPs
1: for i = 1→ Nk do
2: Evaluate the GPs over the ith mixand:
3: for j = 1→M do
4:

[
µj, σ

2
j ,Σxj, k

]
← gj (µik,Σi

k)
5: or
6:

[
µj, σ

2
j ,Σxj, e

]
← gj (µik,Σi

k)
7: if e > emax or k > kmax then
8: Split wik · N (µik,Σi

k) and go to 2
9: end if

10: end for
11: µu ← [µ1, ..., µM ]T
12: Σu ← diag([σ2

1, ..., σ
2
M ])

13: Σxu ← [Σx1, ...,ΣxM ]
14: Perform the sigma point propagation:
15: Find Sx = [S1

x, ...,Snx
x ] such that Sx · STx = Σi

x

16: Find Su =
[
S1
u, ...,SMu

]
such that Su · STu = Σu

17: Given sigma point spread parameter λ
18: for l = 0→ 2nx + 2M do
19: if l ∈ [0, 2nx + 1, ..., 2nx + 2nu] then
20: χlk ← µx
21: else if l ∈ [1, ..., nx] then
22: χlk ← µx + λ · Slx
23: else
24: χlk ← µx − λ · Sl−nx

x

25: end if
26: if l ∈ [0, ..., 2nx] then
27: νlk ← µu + ΣT

xu · Σ−1
x ·

(
χlk − µk

)
28: else if l ∈ [2nx + 1, ..., 2nx +M ] then
29: νlk ← µu + λ · Sl−2nx

u

30: else
31: νlk ← µu − λ · Sl−2nx−M

u

32: end if
33: Evaluate the parametric model
34: χ̄lk+1 ← f(χlk, νlk)
35: end for
36: Find first two moments of propagated state
37: Given sigma point weights [w1

m, ..., w
2nx+2nu
m ] and [w0

c , ..., w
2nx+2nu
c ]

38: µk+1 ←
∑
l w

l
m · χ̄lk+1

39: Σk+1 ←
∑
l w

l
c ·
(
χ̄lk+1 − µk+1

)
·
(
χ̄lk+1 − µk+1

)T
40: wik+1 ← wik
41: end for
42: xk+1 ∼

∑Nk+1
i=1 wik+1 · N

(
µik+1,Σi

k+1

)58



2.6 GP-aGMM Probabilistic Prediction Examples

Two examples are used to evaluate prediction accuracy and computation using the

GP-aGMM algorithm. Section 2.6.1 presents prediction results for the Univariate

Nonstationary Growth Model (UNGM); the UNGM is a bimodal one dimensional

system that is commonly used as a benchmark problem in nonlinear estimation

[49, 50]. Section 2.6.2 presents a two stage prediction model for vehicle behav-

ior at road intersections where GP regression is used to model driver behavior

and a parametric dynamics model is used to model vehicle motion. Section 2.6.3

presents prediction results for this driver-vehicle model with driving behavior GPs

trained using driving behavior data collected from human volunteers in a driving

simulation.

2.6.1 Univariate Nonstationary Growth Model

A prediction example using the Univariate Nonstationary Growth Model (UNGM)

is presented here to provide clarity and insight into how the GP-aGMM algorithm

works on a system with clearly observable bimodal behavior. The UNGM also

serves to demonstrate the performance of the GP-aGMM using an established

benchmark problem. The UNGM is defined as:

y = f(x) = αx+ β
x

1 + x2 + γ cos(1.2(t− 1)) (2.10)

For this paper, the following parameter values are used: α = 1.5, β = 15, γ = 8, t =

1.

Figure 2.1(a) shows the UNGM with noise, y = f(x) + ε where ε ∼ N (0, σ2
n),

which maps a Gaussian distribution over the input space into a bimodal distribu-

tion in the output space. In Figure 2.1(b), samples from this noisy UNGM model
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are used to train a GP regression model and the GP output is approximated using

the analytical mean and covariance given in Equation 2.4; this is the ’no splitting’

case.

(a) Underlying model (b) GP-aGMM no splitting

(c) GP-aGMM-K (d) GP-aGMM-NL

Figure 2.1: Analytical prediction of a GP model trained from a simulated noisy
UNGM model. The true output distribution is shown as a red line. The predicted
distribution for the different methods is shown as a black dashed line. Adaptive
splitting in (c) and (d) is based on the analytical kurtosis (k) metric and the
numerical local linearity (NL) metric. A kurtosis threshold of kmax = 0.2 and a
local linearity threshold of emax = 3 are used.

The two adaptive splitting approaches outlined in Section 2.5 are applied using

a kurtosis threshold of kmax = 0.2 and a local linearity threshold of emax = 3.

When an unacceptable level of non-Gaussianity or nonlinearity is detected, the

input distribution is split into a mixture of three component distributions. This

process is repeated recursively until all output distributions satisfy the splitting

threshold or until a predefined recursion depth is reached. The recursion depth for

this example is nrec
max = 4.
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Predictions using adaptive splitting shown in Figures 2.1(c) for the kurtosis

metric and 2.1(d) for the numerical local linearity metric both produce predictions

that closely match the true output distribution (shown in red). The Kullback-

Leibler divergence (KLD) between the predicted distribution and the true output

distribution is KLDkurt = 0.022 for the adaptive splitting approach using the

kurtosis splitting metric, KLDNL = 0.015 for the adaptive splitting approach using

the numerical local linearity metric, and KLDno split = 0.300 for the non-splitting

approach. The adaptive splitting approaches required 65 and 79 mixture elements

for the kurtosis and local linearity based splitting metrics respectfully. The KLD

results indicate that both splitting approaches produce a much better estimate of

the true output solution as compared to the non-splitting approach, but do so at

the cost of requiring additional mixands.
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Figure 2.2: Average KLD from true predicted distribution for nsim = 100 random
input distributions propagated through the UNGM function.

The propagation results in Figure 2.1 show the performance of the GP-aGMM-

K and GP-aGMM-NL algorithms for the case of a highly bimodal predicted dis-

tribution with a limited recursion depth of nrec
max = 4. To evaluate the gen-
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eral performance of proposed GP-aGMM approach and to compare the split-

ting efficiency of the kurtosis and nonlinearity based splitting metrics, the sim-

ulation was repeated for nsim = 100 randomly sampled Gaussian input distri-

butions using a large range of splitting threshold values and a higher recur-

sion depth of nrec
max = 8. Randomly sampled input distributions ensure that

splitting is not always necessary or uniform and the increased recursion depth

provides a better comparison of the two splitting metrics by removing artificial

means of controlling splitting efficiency. The kurtosis splitting metric was tested

for the values kmax = {5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0.75, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001}

and the nonlinearity splitting metric was tested for the values emax = {5, 4.75,

4.5, 4.25, 4, 3.75, 3.5, 3.25, 3, 2.75, 2.5, 2.25, 2, 1.75, 1.5}.

Figure 2.2 presents the average KLD from the true predicted distribution as a

function of the average number of GMM mixands for each of the tested threshold

values. These results show that the kurtosis splitting metric is able to provide a

better estimate of the true predicted distribution while requiring far fewer GMM

mixands over the tested range of splitting threshold values. The performance of

the two splitting metrics converges at the extremes of the splitting threshold ranges

when either no splitting occurs or when splitting is performed exhaustively, limited

only by the recursion depth.

2.6.2 Two Stage Driver-Vehicle Model

To evaluate the performance of the GP-aGMM algorithm in a practical applica-

tion, the algorithm is applied to the case of predicting the combination of driving

behavior and vehicle motion of a road vehicle at a four way intersection. The un-

derlying driver-vehicle model used for prediction consists of two stages, where the

first stage models the driver decision making process and the second stage models
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the vehicle dynamics, as shown in Figure 2.3. In the first stage, the driver takes

as inputs information about the environment, the state of the vehicle, and internal

driving goals and outputs a set of vehicle commands controlling the steering and

forward acceleration of the vehicle. This stage represents a complex, highly uncer-

tain decision making process and is modeled using GP regression. In the second

stage, the driver commands are applied to a model of the vehicle dynamics and

the vehicle state is propagated forward in time. This stage represents a known

physical process and is well modeled using a parametric model.

A common approach when using GP regression to model complex systems with

known underlying dynamics is to include the dynamics in the mean function used

by the GP [73]. While this approach allows a GP regression model to track the

underlying dynamics of a system, it does not allow for the inclusion of parametric

constraints on the system dynamics. Implicit linear and quadratic constraints can

be enforced on the mean of the GP output distribution [74], however, these mean-

only constraints are insufficient for ensuring that a predicted distribution obeys

the underlying dynamics of the system. Including system dynamics through the

mean function is also a poor approximation for hierarchical systems in which there

exists a clean separation between the states modeled by the GP and the states

used in the known dynamics model.

Figure 2.3: Block diagram of the two stage driver-vehicle model consisting of a GP
driver behavior model combined with a parametric vehicle dynamics model.

The vehicle state description used in this model is a four dimensional state

vector which includes the two dimensional position of the center of vehicle’s back
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axle along with the vehicle’s two dimensional velocity vector:

xk =
[
x y vx vy

]T
(2.11)

At the current timestep k, the vehicle state xk is assumed to be normally dis-

tributed with a known mean and covariance, xk ∼ N (µx,Σx)k. The driver behav-

ior model consists of two independently trained GP regression models for throttle

commands expressed as forward acceleration, ak, and steering commands expressed

as turn rate, ωk:

ak ∼ GPa(xk,Dx,Da) (2.12)

ωk ∼ GPω(xk,Dx,Dω) (2.13)

where Dx is the set of vehicle states used as input data in the GP regression

model, and Da and Dω are the set of output data points corresponding to forward

acceleration commands and steering commands respectfully.

The driving commands, (a, ω) are used as control inputs in the vehicle dynam-

ics model, as shown in Figure 2.3. Parametric models for the dynamics of road

vehicles are well studied; for this paper, the vehicle dynamics are represented by a

constant curvature, constant acceleration bicycle model. [75] show that despite its

simplicity, this model is as effective as more sophisticated vehicle dynamics models

for predicting vehicle motion. The vehicle state dynamics are modeled as:

xk+1 = f(xk, ak, ωk, δt) (2.14)

This equation can be rewritten with the function f(xk, ak, ωk, δt) explicitly defined

as: 

xk+1

yk+1

vx,k+1

vy,k+1


=



xk + ∆x cos(θk)−∆y sin(θk)

yk + ∆y sin(θk) + ∆x cos(θk)

(vk + akδt) cos(θ + ∆θ)

(vk + akδt) sin(θ + ∆θ)


(2.15)
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where

θ = tan (vy,k
vx,k

)

vk =
√
v2
y,k + v2

x,k

ρk = vk
ωk

dk =1
2akδt

2 + vkδt

∆θ =dk
1
ρk

∆x =ρk sin(∆θ)

∆y =ρk(1− cos(∆θ))

and δt is the prediction timestep. The intermediate value ρk represents the radius

of constant curvature for the vehicle and the intermediate value dk represents the

distance the vehicle travels over δt.

Given the combination of a GP regression model of the human driver, and

a parametric model of the physics of the vehicle, the vehicle state is predicted

forward in time using Algorithm

refalg:ch2:overall.

2.6.3 Experimental Evaluation of Two Stage Driver-

Vehicle Model

A four way road intersection scenario is used to evaluate the GP-aGMM algorithm

using the two stage driver-vehicle model. Driving behavior data from three human

test subjects was collected using the open source driving simulation TORCS [76].

Each test subject was asked to perform 10 runs each for four distinct intersection

traversal maneuvers: turn left, turn right, drive straight, and stop-at-line, for a

total of 40 trials per subject. Position and velocity data was recorded for each
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maneuver at a rate of 5 Hz. Acceleration and steering commands were computed

using the inverse of the constant curvature constant acceleration vehicle dynamics

model specified in Equation 2.14.

Section 2.6.3 presents prediction results for the unimodal turn left, turn right,

and drive straight driving maneuvers using the analytical propagation portion

of the GP-aGMM algorithm, but with no adaptive splitting. The intent of this

study is to evaluate the performance of the analytical propagation step with and

without on-the-fly data selection, compared to prediction results for benchmark GP

Bayesian propagation strategies studied in [55]. Section 2.6.3 presents prediction

results for multimodal combined maneuvers using the GP-aGMM algorithm with

adaptive splitting, and compares the kurtosis and numerical nonlinearity splitting

thresholds over a range of threshold values. Section 2.6.3 presents computational

scaling results for the on-the-fly data selection procedure outlined in Section 2.4.

Benchmark Comparison for Unimodal Maneuvers

Open loop prediction was performed over a prediction horizon of 20 timesteps to

evaluate the propagation accuracy for the turn left, turn right, and drive straight

maneuvers. Prediction trials were conducted using a leave-one-out cross validation

approach, where the initial state estimate of the left out trajectory is used as the

initial state distribution for prediction. The results in this section compare the

propagation performance of four algorithms: 1) the GP-aGMM algorithm with

no adaptive splitting and no data reduction; 2) the GP-aGMM with no adaptive

splitting using on-the-fly data selection with a reduced data size of n = 30; 3)

the GP-EKF algorithm presented in [55]; 4) a sigma point algorithm, similar to

the GP-UKF presented in [55], where each sigma point is propagated through

the entire two stage driver-vehicle model and the covariance of the GP outputs is

evaluated only at the mean of the input distribution. An open loop Monte Carlo
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prediction was also run using 1000 samples to provide a close approximation of

the true predicted distribution. The performance of each algorithm is evaluated

by computing the KLD between the predicted distribution at each step and the

normal distribution given by the first two moments of the Monte Carlo result.
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(b) GP-EKF
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Figure 2.4: Turn left prediction results for each algorithm over 20 timesteps. El-
lipses represent the prediction error uncertainty at 50% confidence intervals.

Figure 2.4 shows typical predicted vehicle trajectory distributions for each of

the tested algorithms using GP models trained on the turn left maneuver data.

The prediction results for the analytical GP-aGMM with on-the-fly compression
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shown in Figure 2.4(c) are qualitatively very similar to the results for the GP-

aGMM without compression shown in Figure 2.4(a). Both are also similar to

the results for the sigma point approach shown in Figure 2.4(d) and the Monte

Carlo solution shown in Figure 2.4(e). These results suggests that the analytical

approach with cross covariance information and the sigma point approach are both

capable of capturing lane keeping behavior and are both good approximations

of the Monte Carlo result. Figure 2.4(b) shows the predicted vehicle trajectory

using the GP-EKF. The prediction results for the GP-EKF fail to capture the

lane-keeping behavior of the vehicle because the GP-EKF does not account for

the cross covariance information between the input and output of the GP driver

model. More specifically, the GP-EKF assumes that the driver control actions are

independent of the vehicle state for a given timestep. As a result, state-dependent

control behaviors, such as lane keeping and other closed loop decision making, are

absent from the prediction. The on-the-fly compression uses n = 30, and this

selection is discussed in detail in Section 2.6.3.
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Figure 2.5: Average KLD from the Monte Carlo solution for the turn left maneuver.

Figure 2.5 plots the average KLD of each prediction method as compared to the
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Monte Carlo result (an approximation of truth) as a function of timestep for the

turn left maneuver. As expected, the GP-aGMM results with and without data

selection and the sigma point prediction are all good approximations of the Monte

Carlo result over the entire range of prediction timesteps. The use of the on-the-

fly data selection procedure causes no significant loss in prediction accuracy, while

offering significant improvements in computation time. This trade off between

accuracy and computation for the data selection procedure is presented in more

detail in Section 2.6.3. The GP-EKF approach performs much worse at later

prediction timesteps when the lack of lane keeping causes large errors in the shape

of the vehicle state distribution. This result matches the qualitative analysis of the

typical trajectories in Figure 2.4. The results for the right turn maneuver showed

similar trends and therefore plots have been omitted.
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Figure 2.6: Average KLD from the Monte Carlo solution for the drive straight
maneuver. Note: the axes for this figure have been rescaled compared to the left
turn maneuver in Figure 2.5 for clarity.

Figure 2.6 shows the KLD results for the drive straight maneuver for each of

the predictors. The variations are much smaller (as compared with the left turn

maneuver in Figure 2.5) across the entire prediction window for all predictors,
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Table 2.1: Computation time statistics (sec)

Left Turn Straight Right Turn

Algorithm µcomp σcomp µcomp σcomp µcomp σcomp

GP-aGMM w Red 0.109 0.003 0.111 0.015 0.114 0.013

GP-aGMM no Red 7.382 0.036 7.375 0.054 7.422 0.056

GP-EKF 0.420 0.034 0.464 0.027 0.460 0.074

Sigma Point 1.051 0.015 1.072 0.020 1.074 0.016

although the GP-EKF is still the largest of the set. This suggests that all prediction

algorithms closely match the Monte Carlo result for the drive straight maneuver.

This is primarily due to the fact that the drive straight maneuver requires little

to no lane-keeping, so the behavior is largely absent from the training set. During

the turn left and turn right maneuvers, the driver must make constant steering

corrections to stay in the correct driving lane. During the drive straight maneuver,

drivers can align the vehicle with the driving lane and traverse the intersection with

negligible additional steering input. This absence of steering correction information

results in a GP steering model which in all cases predicts a zero mean noisy steering

output.

Table

reftab:ch2:comptimesGP provides computation time statistics for each algorithm

for a single prediction step. Predictions were run in Matlab on a Core 2 Duo

mobile processor running Windows 7. These results show that the GP-aGMM

evaluation with on-the-fly data selection is nearly an order of magnitude faster

than the Sigma Point algorithm and nearly two orders of magnitude faster than

the GP-aGMM evaluation without data selection for all three maneuvers. The

GP-aGMM with data selection is also faster than the GP-EKF due to the extra

computation required to find the Jacobian matrix at each prediction step.
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Comparison of Adaptive Splitting Metrics for Prediction of Multimodal

Behavior

Identifying and enumerating distinct driving behaviors from the raw data can be

challenging and time consuming. As a result, training data for a specific maneuver

model might contain elements of multiple basic maneuver types. One common

situation in which complex multimodal driving behavior occurs is when a driver is

occasionally forced to stop and wait before executing a turn at an intersection. This

behavior is a compound behavior that includes both a distinct stopping maneuver

and a distinct turning maneuver.

To evaluate the performance of the GP-aGMM algorithm for combined driving

maneuvers, GP models for acceleration and turn rate were trained using training

data from both stop-at-line and turn right or turn left maneuvers. Open loop pre-

diction was then performed over 20 timesteps using the same leave-one-out cross

validation approach as in Section 2.6.3. This prediction was performed for a range

of maximum kurtosis splitting threshold values, kmax ∈ {2, 1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1},

and nonlinearity splitting threshold values, emax ∈ {6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}. In an effort to

retain a tractible number of mixands, the recursion depth is limited to nrec
max = 2,

and Gaussian mixture reduction is performed at the end of each prediction step us-

ing the mixture reduction approach proposed in [1]. This mixture reduction phase

reduces the mixture to either a maximum of 15 elements, or until the Integral

Squared Difference [48] between the reduced distribution and the original unre-

duced distribution falls below a predefined threshold, whihcever yields the smallest

number of mixture elements. The ISD threshold used here is ISDmax = 1× 10−5.

Figure 2.7 shows the final predicted driver position distributions of the GP-

aGMM-K algorithm for the kmax ∈ {2, 0.75, 0.1} cases, as well as the Monte Carlo

prediction result using 1000 samples for a typical combined stop-at-line and turn
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Figure 2.7: Predicted distribution of the GP-aGMM-K predictor at step 20 using
kmax = 2, kmax = 0.75 and kmax = 0.1.

left maneuver prediction trial. The kmax = 2 case in Figure 2.7(a) experiences

no adaptive splitting and is unable to capture the bimodal nature of the system

as shown in the Monte Carlo result in Figure 2.7(d). The kmax = 0.75 case in

Figure 2.7(b) captures the bimodal behavior but is unable to closely approximate

the shape of the true distribution. The kmax = 0.1 case in Figure 2.7(c) captures

the bimodal system behavior and provides a solution that closely approximates

shape of the final distribution in Figure 2.7(d).

Figures 2.8–2.11 show the average KLD from the Monte Carlo result and the

average number of mixture elements before reduction at each prediction step for

the combined stop-at-line and turn left maneuver over the range of tested kmax

and emax values. In each figure, error bars represent one Standard Error of the

mean, SE = σ√
ntrial

. The KLD between the Monte Carlo sample set and the

GP-aGMM-K solution is computed using a Monte Carlo estimate, DKL(P ||Q) ≈
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Figure 2.8: Average KLD from the Monte Carlo result at prediction step 20 for
combined stop-at-line and turn left maneuvers using the GP-aGMM-K algorithm
with the kurtosis splitting metric.
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Figure 2.9: Average KLD from the Monte Carlo result at prediction step 20 for
combined stop-at-line and turn left maneuvers using the GP-aGMM-NL algorithm
with the nonlinearity splitting metric.

∑
i log(P (xi)/Q(xi)), where P (xi) is approximated using Gaussian kernel density

estimation. The kmax = {2, 1} and emax = {6, 5, 4} cases experience no adaptive

splitting and provide the poorest prediction performance. Prediction performance
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Figure 2.10: Average number of mixture elements before reduction for combined
stop-at-line and turn left maneuvers using the GP-aGMM-K algorithm with the
kurtosis splitting metric.
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Figure 2.11: Average number of mixture elements before reduction for combined
stop-at-line and turn left maneuvers using the GP-aGMM-NL algorithm with the
nonlinearity splitting metric.

increases as the splitting threshold is lowered, with a minimum KLD provided by

the kmax = 0.1 and emax = 1 cases.

Figures 2.10 and 2.11 show the number of mixture elements for each case as a
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function of the prediction step. Predictably, the number of mixands peaks when

the predicted vehicle distribution is midway through the turn, which also corre-

lates with the largest nonlinearities in the system. This improvement in prediction

performance comes at the cost of increased computational complexity, with the

kmax = 0.1 and emax = 1 cases requiring a significantly higher number of mixture

elements than the kmax = 0.3 and emax = 2 cases for a comparably small improve-

ment in prediction performance. Similar trends were obtained for the stop-at-line

and turn right combined maneuver and result plots for this case have been omitted.
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Figure 2.12: Average KLD from Monte Carlo result at prediction step 20 as a
function of the average number of mixture elements before reduction for combined
stop-at-line and turn left maneuvers.

Figure 2.12 shows a comparison of the KLD of both the GP-aGMM-K and

GP-aGMM-NL algorithms as compared to the Monte Carlo result at the final

prediction step as a function of the average number of mixands used in propagation.

The data points in this plot correspond to the tested splitting threshold values

shown in Figures 2.8–2.11. The kmax = {2, 1} and emax = {6, 5, 4} cases experience

no adaptive splitting and all map to the same point on the far right side of the
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figure. The remaining data points suggest that the kurtosis splitting metric is able

to make more efficient splitting decisions than the nonlinearity splitting metric,

allowing for better prediction performance using a smaller number of mixands.

Computational Scaling with Data Selection

The on-the-fly data selection method proposed in Section 2.4 is studied for several

maneuvers. Figure 2.13 presents the KLD statistics of the GP-aGMM solution

for the pure left turn maneuver, without using splitting, as a function of the GP

compression size n, where N = 300. The trend is as expected: for small values of

n, performance is poor, but for n > 30, there is no performance difference from the

GP-aGMM solution not using compression. Performance is similar for the straight

and right-turn maneuvers.
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Figure 2.13: KLD between the GP-aGMM soluction and the Monte Carlo solution
as a function of the on-the-fly data selection size n for the left turn maneuver,
without using splitting.

Figure 2.14 plots the computation time for each prediction step as a function of

the compressed data size n. For the range of data used in this paper, the prediction

computation time scales approximately with n2, which reflects the computational
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Figure 2.14: Computation time per prediction step as a function of the on-the-fly
data selection size n for the left turn maneuver, without using splitting

complexity of the covariance calculation. For very high values of n, this scaling is

strongly influenced by the O(n3) matrix inverse required to compute K−1
red.

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show that there is a large range of values for n such that

computation time is greatly reduced without sacrificing propagation accuracy. For

the value of n = 30, the impact of the data selection on propagation accuracy is

negligible while the computation time is reduced by nearly two orders of magnitude.

The selection of n is problem dependant, but a study comparing the output of a

GP using compression to the output not using compression, as a function of n,

provides insight on how to select an appropriate value for a given GP model.

Figure 2.15 presents the kurtosis computation time as a function of the on-the-

fly data selection size n. Note that n only ranges to 30 out of 300 in this figure. The

O(n4) scaling of the kurtosis calculation makes its application to the full GP data

set intractable. On-the-fly data selection allows the excess kurtosis to be efficiently

estimated using only a small set of the most relevant data points. The adaptive

GMM trials in Section 2.6.3 used a data selection size of n = 10 to compute the
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Figure 2.15: Computation time of the excess kurtosis calculation as a function of
the on-the-fly data selection size n.

excess kurtosis splitting metric. In comparison, the average computation time for

the GP-aGMM-NL using the nonlinearity metric was 0.01 ± 0.002 seconds using

all 300 data points. The computation time when performing predictions using the

nonlinearity splitting metric is dominated by the moment evaluations of the mixand

propagation step, as shown in Figure 2.14. For both the driver-vehicle system and

the benchmark UNGM presented in Section 2.6.1, the kurtosis splitting metric

performs better at determining when to split mixands to accurately propagate the

state distribution. However, for both of these systems, the computational cost of

evaluating the kurtosis metric, even with aggressive on-the-fly data compression,

is prohibitive. Selecting which splitting metric to use is a function of application.

The kurtosis metric is better for cases where computation time is not critical or for

the special case where the GP portion of the prediction model is not the dominant

computational cost. For example, if the vehicle dynamics stage of the two stage

driver-vehicle model shown in Figure 2.3 required significant computation time

per GMM mixand it would be beneficial to use the excess kurtosis metric to make
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the most efficient use of the available GMM mixands. The nonlinearity metric is

typically the best metric to use for cases where computation time is a concern,

such as a real-time implementation.

2.7 Conclusion

This paper presents an adaptive Gaussian mixture model (GMM) formulation

for performing multi-step probabilistic prediction using a Gaussian Process (GP)

regression model with underlying nonlinearities, possibly composed with a para-

metric model. The presented adaptive GMM formulation relies on existing work

to analytically evaluate GPs over an input distribution, while accounting for the

correlation between inputs and outputs of the GP as proposed by [56]. A novel on-

the-fly data selection method is also presented which greatly reduces the required

computation time of the analytical GP moment calculations. Two adaptive split-

ting metrics are presented based on detecting non-Gaussianity in the GP output

and on detecting nonlinearity in the GP mapping; each allow a Gaussian mixture

to be adaptively refined to better capture nonlinearities and multimodal system

behavior in the GP training data.

The adaptive GP GMM formulation (GP-aGMM) performance is studied us-

ing the benchmark univariate nonstationary growth model (UNGM). Results show

that the GP-aGMM output closely approximates truth using both splitting met-

rics. The results also indicate that the kurtosis metric uses GMM mixands more

efficiently, but is expensive enough that the nonlinearity metric allows for faster

predictions.

The GP-aGMM is also demonstrated on the problem of predicting the motion

of a multiple maneuver driver-vehicle model for a four-way road intersection. For

unimodal vehicle maneuvers, prediction using analytical moment evaluations with
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on-the-fly data selection is shown to provide propagation accuracy similar to sigma

point propagation, but with significant computational savings. For multimodal

maneuvers, such as the case where the observed driver behavior includes both

stopping and turning, the GP-aGMM allows for accurate predictions that capture

both distinct driving behavior modes. As with the UNGM, experimental results

indicate that the kurtosis based splitting metric allows for more efficient use of

GMM mixands, however, the nonlinearity based splitting metric is significantly

easier to compute and allows for faster prediction times despite requiring more

mixands to achieve the same level of prediction accuracy.
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CHAPTER 3

LEARNING GAUSSIAN PROCESS MODELS IN LANE FEATURE

SPACES

3.1 Introduction

Autonomous urban driving is an important and maturing field in mobile robotics.

Intelligent vehicles promise to improve both road safety, vehicle efficiency, and con-

venience [2, 3, 4]. The finals of the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge (DUC) was an

empirical evaluation of the state-of-the-art at the time, integrating 11 autonomous

vehicles together with other robots and human drivers in an urban environment

for long-duration operations (> 4 hours) [5, 6, 7]. Continued development in the

field has led to autonomous cars beginning to drive in real urban environments

alongside civilian traffic [8, 9, 10, 11].

Early autonomous cars used primarily reactionary planners that relied on rapid

re-planning in order to respond to the dynamic environments in which they oper-

ated [5, 77]. A collision between the MIT and Cornell entries was one of several

examples in the 2007 DUC that raised safety concerns about reactionary planning

for autonomous driving [12]. Recently, ‘anticipation’, or the explicit reasoning

about how the dynamic environment will evolve in the future, has been identified

as one of the enabling technologies for safer autonomous vehicles [59, 78].

Anticipation, in the context of autonomous driving, can be broken down into

two problems: first, how to capture the complex behavior of an object like a

human-driven car in a tractable model that can be used to make predictions; and

second, how to effectively predict the state of a tracked object forward in time.

The prediction problem is well-studied in the literature. Chapter 1 explores the

literature and presents a novel algorithm for making probabilistic predictions of
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tracked object motion.

The first component of anticipation – building an accurate and tractable model

of human-driven vehicle – has received less attention in the literature. A natural

simplification is to decompose the human-driven vehicle model into separate driver

and vehicle models. A relatively simple parametric model, such as the four-state

bicycle model, can accurately capture the dynamics of a tracked object[75]. The

human driver is much more difficult to capture in a simple model [79, 80, 81]. One

approach is to assume a simple parametric form of the human driver, such as a

lane-keeping and speed-keeping controller [31]. The accuracy of a parametric model

can be improved by fitting the parameters to human driver data [59]. However, a

parametric controller can only capture driver behavior that is explicitly modeled

by the controller [82].

The Gaussian Process (GP) is nonparametric regression model that is well

suited for capturing complex, highly uncertain systems such as human drivers. GP

regression models have been used to model the behavior of road vehicles (vehicle

and driver dynamics together) [64, 66, 65]. Hardy et al. [82] propose using a

GP regression model to capture the driver, composed with a parametric model to

capture the vehicle dynamics. In each of these approaches, the GP must be trained

on a dataset that includes all of the expected state-space of the vehicle. Practically,

this means that the GP dataset must include examples of drivers operating on every

lane of every road of the operating environment. While quite accurate for modeling

the behavior of drivers on the roads which the model has training data for, this

becomes intractable due to both the difficulty of capturing a dataset that includes

training examples from all roads and conditions and the computational cost of a

GP regression with such a large dataset.

This work proposes using a lane-feature space, describing the relationship be-
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tween the current vehicle state and the local environment, to learn the driver

model. By learning a GP driver model in a lane feature space, the model gen-

eralizes outside of its training data, i.e. the GP model can be used to anticipate

the behavior of a driver in other environments outside of the training set; thus,

the training data no longer requires data from the complete operating environ-

ment. This generalization enables the practical use of GP driver models in large

environments.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the decomposition

of the tracked vehicle dynamics model into a vehicle model and a driver model,

and the Gaussian Process regression models used to capture driver behavior. Sec-

tion 3.3 introduces the data set used to validate the GP models developed in this

work. Section 3.4 presents the lane feature space proposed by this work, includ-

ing the various features used, and presents a method for automatically selecting

the most relevant features. Section 3.5 presents the lane feature GP driver model

anticipation algorithm (LFGPAA). Section 3.6 studies the LFGPA algorithm per-

formance using a real human driver data set.

3.2 Two-Stage Driver Vehicle Modeling

The dynamics model of a human-driven vehicle is naturally decomposed into a

hierarchical model in which the driver and vehicle dynamics are modeled with

two different methods, but jointly connected. The decomposed model used in this

chapter is very similar to the model presented in Chapter 2.6.2, but uses a different

parameterization of the vehicle state and model. Figure 3.1 shows the model

decomposition. For the vehicle dynamics, a relatively simple parametric model is

efficient and accurate [75]. The driver dynamics, on the other hand, are complex

and not fully understood, and thus difficult to capture with a physics based model.
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The driver is a feedback controller, so capturing the correlation between input and

output of the driver model is key to making accurate probabilistic predictions of the

driver-vehicle system. In addition, while the driver dynamics can be approximated

using a parametric model fit to data, any behavior not explicitly included in the

model is lost [59]. Adding complexity to an assumed parametric model can improve

predictive power, but because anticipation typically requires many hundreds of

model evaluations per second, this approach does not scale well. Using a GP

driver model allows arbitrarily complex driver behavior to be modeled, so long

as observations of that behavior are included in the the training data set. Fast

approximate GP regression algorithms such as the SPGP make GP regression

models attractive for computational reasons as well.

Parametric Vehicle Model 

GP Driver Model 

Figure 3.1: The two stage driver/vehicle model.
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3.2.1 Parametric Vehicle Model

The parametric vehicle model used in this work is the four-state constant curvature,

constant acceleration bicycle model. The vehicle state (xk) at time k has four

states: the two dimensional position of the center of the rear axle (xk and yk), the

heading of the vehicle (θk), and the speed of the vehicle (vk). This discrete-time

model assumes the vehicle acceleration (ak) and the vehicle steering angle (φk) to

be constant during time steps. The predictive state model of the vehicle is given

by

xk+1 = f(xk, ak, φk, δt) (3.1)

where f(xk, ak, φk, δt) explicitly defined as:

xk+1

yk+1

θk+1

vk+1


=



xk + ∆x cos(θk)−∆y sin(θk)

yk + ∆x sin(θk) + ∆y cos(θk)

θk + ∆θ

vk + akδt


(3.2)

and

ρk = l

φk

dk =1
2akδt

2 + vkδt

∆θ =dk
1
ρk

∆x =ρk sin(∆θ)

∆y =ρk(1− cos(∆θ)).

and δt is the prediction time step and l is the length between the front and rear

axles. The intermediate value ρk represents the radius of constant curvature for the

vehicle, which is determined by the length between front and rear axles, l, and the
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steering angle, φk. The intermediate value dk represents the distance the vehicle

travels over δt. The two control inputs in this model are the vehicle acceleration

ak and the vehicle steering angle φk. This model is simple, fast, and effective for

predicting vehicle motion.

3.2.2 Gaussian Process Driver Model

For a detailed introduction to Gaussian Process regression models, refer to Chap-

ter 2.2.

The vehicle model described in Equation 3.1 has two control inputs: ak, the

acceleration of the vehicle; and φk, the steering angle of the vehicle. Given a data

set D that pairs vehicle state observations Dx ∼ xk,i with driver control action

observations Da ∼ ak,i and Dφ ∼ φk,i, a GP model is learned for each control

input:

[
µa,k, σ

2
a,k

]
=GPa(xk)[

µφ,k, σ
2
φ,k

]
=GPφ(xk). (3.3)

In summary, the driver-vehicle model can be written as

ak ∼GPa(xk)

φk ∼GPφ(xk)

xk+1 =f(xk, ak, φk, δt) (3.4)

where the GP’s deliver distributions on the controls. This model is summarized

in Figure 3.1. The GP driver model (Equation 3.3 and Figure 3.1) allows complex

human driver behavior to be included in the overall human driven vehicle model
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(Equation 3.4) in a general and tractable framework. Because the inputs to the

GP driver model (Equation 3.3) are the vehicle states xk, the training data set

must include data points from the entire environment in which the model is to

be applied. For example, in order to perform vehicle anticipation with this drver-

vehicle model in a city, the training set would need to include data samples from

every road in that city. The logistical expense and technical challenges (training a

GP is O(N3) in the size of the data set) caused by such a large data set make this

approach practical only on small scales. The remainder of this Chapter develops

an alternate input space that generalizes the learned GP driver models, and thus

eliminates the need for the data set to cover the entire environment.

3.2.3 Fast Approximate GPs

Due to the superlinear scaling of GPs with respect to the size of the dataset

for both training and regression, faster approximate methods are very popular

[68, 83, 84, 70]. In general, these methods involve identifying a subset of the

dataset on which to perform inference. Snelson and Ghahramani [68] propose a

method which approximates the dataset with pseudo-input points, rather than a

subset of the dataset. The SPGP allows a GP to be well approximated using

only a handful of pseudo-inputs, giving large reductions in computational cost.

Quiñonero-Candela and Rasmussen [70] describe the SPGP and other approximate

methods in detail.

Due to their computation advantages, the work here uses SPGPs to model

human drivers. Additionally, SPGPs bypass a failure case for GPs with data sets

that have a large number of input points that are nearly or exactly identical. In

these cases, optimizing the likelihood of the training data can become numerically

unstable, making training and regression impossible. The transformation of the
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data into a lane feature space, described in Section 3.4, creates a data set with very

tight clusters, and training a standard GP is not reliable. SPGPs can be reliably

trained on these data sets, however, because the pseudo-inputs naturally spread

to cover the input space, while still incorporating the full data set into training.

Section 3.6.1 includes studies over the number of pseudo-inputs used by the SPGP

driver models.

3.3 hciLab Driving Data Set

Figure 3.2: The route driven by subjects in the hciLab data set.

For training and validation, the human driver data set published by the hciLab

at the University of Stuttgart is used. The hciLab data set consists of data for ten

subjects driving in Stuttgart, Germany [85]. The data set was collected in order to

evaluate driver load and stress in different driving conditions, and therefore consists

largely of biometric data (for example, heart rate), in addition to GPS data. The

route driven by the subjects is shown in Figure 3.2. The data set does not contain

direct measurements of vehicle state, steering inputs, or throttle commands, but

using the GPS data these values can be inferred. Inference is performed using

an Unscented Kalman Smoother [86], an assumed vehicle model, and an assumed
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measurement model. The assumed dynamics model of the vehicle is very similar

to the parametric vehicle model used to perform anticipation, Equation 3.1, but

here an additional state (φk) is included to model the steering angle as a red noise

process instead of a white noise process, as there is no explicit driver model for

this inference problem.

xAk+1 = fA(xAk ,uAk , δt) (3.5)

where xAk is the vehicle state augmented by the steering angle

xAk =

xk

φk

 .
The augmented dynamics function becomesxk+1

φk+1

 =

f(xk, ak, φk + 1
2∆φk, δt)

φk + ∆φk

 (3.6)

where ∆φk is the change in steering angle. The measurements used in inference are

the GPS position and heading from the data set, in units of meters East, meters

North, and radians from East. The measurement model is:

zk =h(xk,vk)
z3
k

z3
k

z3
k

 =


xk + v3

k

yk + v3
k

θk + v3
k

 (3.7)

For inference, the time step used is either the time until the next GPS measure-

ment from the data set, or 0.1sec, whichever is shorter. Processing the data set

using these dynamics and measurement models results in smooth vehicle state esti-

mates (x̂k) paired with control inputs (âk, φ̂k) which can then be used to learn the
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driver GP models (Equation 3.3). Qualitatively, the processing results in smooth

vehicle trajectories, intuitive estimates of driver actions, and vehicle trajectories in

reasonable driving lanes when overlaid on aerial images of the city.

In order to transform the data into a lane feature space, the driving lane must

also be known. Here, the driving lane is a series of way points defined by hand

using both Google Maps and the GPS data from the data set. The combination

of driving lane and vehicle state/control data input pairs yields the data required

to train the proposed lane feature GP driver models (Section 3.4).

3.4 Human Driver Models in Lane Feature Space

The lane feature space proposed in this work is a feature space that generalizes the

relationship between the vehicle’s state and the road. By learning a driver model

GP in this space, instead of in the vehicle’s inertial space, the driver model GP

can be applied driving in other environments, not just those where the training

data set was collected.

In order for a driver model GP to be learned in a lane feature space, the lane

feature space must be defined such that it contains informative features for both

the steering and throttle behavior of the driver. Formally, a transformation is

defined that takes the vehicle state xk in inertial space and returns a lane feature

vector x̃k

x̃k = H(xk,M) (3.8)

where M is a map of the road environment, and H transforms the vehicle state,

using the map, into a set of lane features x̃k. A key part of this work is defining

x̃k, and thus H. Equation 3.8 shows the difference between the inertial state xk
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and the lane feature space x̃k, which uses the map M to generalize the vehicle

state to a set of features that capture the local relationship between the vehicle

and the driving lane.

The approach here, given the the non-physical characteristics, is to define a

super-set of lane features, and through analysis identify which are most important

to the anticipation problem. Intuitively, a human driver operating a vehicle on a

road acts to remain in the lane of travel, and to maintain a speed that is both

legal and safe. In order to capture the relationships between vehicle and road that

inform these driver actions, the following classes of lane feature are defined (see

Figure 3.3):

1. eyt is the off-track error of the vehicle t seconds in the future, assuming

heading and speed remain constant. Intuitively, this feature influences the

steering behavior of the driver.

2. eθt is the heading error of the vehicle t seconds in the future, assuming heading

and speed remain constant. This feature also influences the steering behavior

of the driver.

3. κt is the unsigned route curvature ahead of the vehicle, computed to a dis-

tance of t · vk. This feature influences the throttle behavior of the driver.

4. ∆vt is the difference between the vehicle speed and the nominal speed of

the road (taken as the average speed of vehicles on the road, but could also

be the known speed limit of the road), calculated at the projected closest

point on the road from the vehicle’s origin, assuming the heading and speed

remain constant. Intuitively, this feature captures driver throttle and brake

behavior.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the different classes of lane features. Each lane feature is

calculated at nine distinct times in the future, t ∈ [0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4] sec
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resulting in a 36 dimensional lane feature space. In addition, the ∆vt feature is

averaged over the nine time steps to yield a 37th feature. The vector of all potential

lane features is defined:

x̃k =



[
ey0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4

]T
[
eθ0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4

]T
[κ0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4]T

[∆v0,0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4]T

∆vavg


(3.9)

Road 

Vehicle State 

Lane Center 

Figure 3.3: Illustration of lane features at the current vehicle state and the pro-
jected vehicle state t seconds in the future.

3.4.1 Lane Feature Selection for Anticipation

The full lane feature vector (Equation 3.9) is simply a list of potential features;

using all 37 is both computationally infeasible and potentially numerically unstable

because the problem is over parametrized. Because many of the features are highly

correlated with each other (for example, ey0s and ey0.5s), there is a large amount
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of redundancy in the lane feature space which can lead to over fitting. For least-

squares regression, including a regularizing term in the cost function that penalizes

the L1 or L2 norm of the weights is a common strategy to prevent such over fitting

[87].

Here, the least angle regression (LARS) algorithm presented by Fraley and Hes-

terberg [88] is used to identify the best, most informative subsets of lane features.

LARS is an iterative algorithm that solves the regularized least squares problem

by iteratively selecting the most relevant features first. LARS starts with no fea-

tures in the active set, and adds (or removes) features one at a time until the full

solution (using all the features) is reached.

An iteration of the LARS algorithm scores the features by how correlated they

are to the residual errors of the solution at the previous iteration. The feature most

highly correlated with the residual error is included in the active set, and least-

squares is used to find the optimal linear solution. If a feature in the active set

is found to have very small weights after the least-squares solution, it is removed

from the active set. The algorithm iterates until the full set of features is included

in the active set.

The optimal subset of N < 37 lane features for use by the lane feature GP

driver models is selected by using the same features that the best intermediate

LARS solution with N features uses. This method is similar to McClelland and

Campbell [89], who defined a path feature space and used LARS to identify relevant

features in a study of the effect of time delays on humans tele-operating robots.

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the first six lane features identified by LARS for both

the steering model and the throttle model on the hciLab data set, described in

Section 3.3. As expected, the features identified for the steering model are dom-

inated by the off-track and heading error of the vehicle at different look-aheads.
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Table 3.1: First six optimal feature sets for lane feature steering model

Number of Features N
1 2 3 4 5 6

eθ2.5s eθ2.5s eθ2.5s eθ2.5s eθ2.5s eθ2.5s
eθ0s eθ0s eθ0s eθ0s eθ0s

ey3s ey3s ey3s ey3s
ey4s ey1s ey1s

eθ1s eθ1s
κ2.5s

Table 3.2: First six optimal feature sets for lane feature throttle model

Number of Features N
1 2 3 4 5 6

∆v3s ∆v3s ∆v3s ∆v3s ∆v3s ∆v3s
∆v2s ∆v2s ∆v2s ∆v2s ∆v2s

ey3.5s ey3.5s ey2.5s ey1.5s
ey0s ey0s ey0s

κ2.5s κ2.5s
eθ3s

For the throttle model, the first several features included are the speed difference

between the vehicle’s speed and the nominal speed of the road, also as expected.

Figure 3.4 shows the residual error against the number of features used for the

LARS regression for a driver steering model fit to the hciLab data set. Based on

the clear knee at N = 4, N = 4 is a natural selection for the number of features

to use in the steering model for this data set.

The selection of N < 37 intuitively is a trade between performance and the

ability to capture increasingly complex driver behavior as N becomes large with

the increased computational costs, training data set requirements, and risks of

overfitting. The active set of N features is denoted by adding the indicator N

to the lane feature transform in Equation 3.8. GP driver models using N lane
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Figure 3.4: Residual error of LARS solution as a function of the number of features
in the active set for the steering model.

features are defined using three components:

1) the transformation from vehicle state to N lane features:

x̃Na,k =HN
a (xk)

x̃Nφ,k =HN
φ (xk). (3.10)

2) the GP driver models, mapping N lane features to control input distributions

ak ∼
[
µa,k, σ

2
a,k

]
=GPa(x̃Na,k)

φk ∼
[
µφ,k, σ

2
φ,k

]
=GPφ(x̃Nφ,k). (3.11)

3) the vehicle model

xk+1 =f(xk, ak, φk, δt) (3.12)
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3.5 Lane Feature GP Anticipation (LFGPA) Algorithm

The LFGPA algorithm uses the composed parametric vehicle model / lane feature

GP driver model described in Equations 3.10-3.12 to make probabilistic predictions

of the states of tracked vehicles in the environment. At the current time step k,

it is assumed that an existing tracking filter provides an estimate of the state of

the tracked vehicle xk ∼ N (µk,Σk). The LFGPA algorithm uses the composed

model to make probabilistic predictions about the states of the tracked vehicle at

future times out to some anticipation horizon H, i.e. (xk+1 ∼ N (µk+1,Σk+1), ... ,

xk+H ∼ N (µk+H ,Σk+H)).

Figure 3.5 gives a block diagram of the LFGPA algorithm while Algorithm 2

gives a detailed summary. The sigma point transform [26] is used to propagate state

distributions through the composed model. The algorithm proceeds as follows.

First, the lane feature GP driver models are evaluated at the mean of the current

vehicle state, in order to calculate the distribution over the control inputs (u =

[a, φ] ∼ N (µu,Σu)). Next, sigma points (χlk and νlk) are deterministically sampled

from the vehicle state and control input distributions. For sigma points relating to

the control noise (χlk = µk), the control sigma points are deterministically sampled

from the already computed control input distribution (νlk ∼ N (µu,Σu)). For sigma

points related to the state uncertainty (χlk 6= µk), the LFGPA algorithm slightly

differs from the traditional sigma point transform. Traditionally, the control sigma

points would just be the precomputed mean (νlk = µu). Using this structure would

fail to capture local dependence of the control on vehicle state, so any closed-

look stabilizing behaviors would not be captured by the transform. Here, the lane

feature GP driver models are re-evaluated at each sigma point to calculate the

relevant control (νlk =
[
µla, µ

l
φ

]T
).

Given the full set of state (χlk) and control (νlk) sigma points, the parametric ve-
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Sigma Points 

Figure 3.5: Block diagram showing the LFGPA algorithm.
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hicle model is used to find the propagated set of sigma points (χlk+1 = f(χlk, νlk, δt)).

The propagated sigma points define the distribution over the next state (xk+1 ∼

N (µk+1,Σk+1)), completing a single anticipation step forward in time. These is

repeated until the horizon H is reached.

A more detailed explanation of the LFGPA algorithm is given in Algorithm 2,

and includes the lane feature GP driver model training. Note that the prediction

step is similar to the GP-UKF presented by Ko and Fox [55], except that work

used purely GP dynamics models.

3.5.1 Map and GPS Free Anticipation

The LFGPA algorithm presented in this work assumes a known map, and instru-

mented (low frequency GPS measurements) vehicles in the training data set. The

GPS measurements are used to reconstruct the training vehicle’s states and control

inputs, and the map is required for the transformation from inertial vehicle states

to lane features.

A sufficiently sophisticated autonomous vehicle with effective vehicle tracking

and road detection algorithms would be able to relax these assumptions. The

states of tracked vehicles could be saved, and processed like the vehicle tracks in

the training set. Eventually, the observed vehicle tracks could supplant the need

for an existing data set containing measured vehicle tracks from instrumented cars.

Relaxing the requirement for a map is more difficult – the autonomous vehicle’s

road detector must be sophisticated enough to not only estimate the road in front of

the autonomous vehicle, but also to estimate the road in front of all vehicles being

tracked. Because the autonomous car often will not be able to directly observe the

road in front of tracked vehicles (a vehicle traveling in the same direction of the

autonomous vehicle will occlude the road in front of it, or a tracked vehicle turning
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Algorithm 2 The LFGPA algorithm
A training data set consisting of paired vehicle state and control action observa-
tions:

Require: D = (xik → uik)
Require: N , M , and H

Train the GP driver models:
Use LARS to find the active feature sets HN

a and HN
φ

Train GPa(x̃k,a,N) and GPφ(x̃k,φ,N) using M pseudo-inputs
Use sigma-point transform to perform anticipation

Require: xk ∼ N (µk,Σk)
for h = 1→ H do

Evaluate the GPs at the mean to find the control statistics
[µa, σ2

a]← GPa(HN
a (µk+h))[

µφ, σ
2
φ

]
← GPφ(HN

φ (µk+h))
µu ← [µa, µφ]T

Σu ← diag(
[
σ2
a, σ

2
φ

]
)

Find Sx = [S1
x, ...,Snx

x ] such that Sx · STx = Σk+h

Find Su =
[
S1
u, ...,SMu

]
such that Su · STu = Σu

for l = 0→ 2nx + 2nu do
if l ∈ [0, 2nx + 1, ..., 2nx + 2nu] then

χlk+h ← µx
else if l ∈ [1, ..., nx] then

χlk+h ← µx + λ · Slx
else

χlk+h ← µx − λ · Sl−nx
x

end if
if l = 0 then

νlk+h ← µu

else if l ∈ [1, ..., 2nx] then
Evaluate the GP driver models at this sigma point[
µla, σ

2,l
a

]
← GPa(HN

a (χlk+h))[
µlφ, σ

2,l
φ

]
← GPφ(HN

φ (χlk+h))

νlk+h ←
[
µla, µ

l
φ

]T
else if l ∈ [2nx + 1, ..., 2nx +M ] then

νlk+h ← µu + λ · Sl−2nx
u

else
νlk+h ← µu − λ · Sl−2nx−M

u

end if
Evaluate the parametric model at each sigma point
χ̄lk+h+1 ← f(χlk+h, ν

l
k+h, δt)

end for
Find first two moments of propagated state
Given sigma point weights [w1

m, ..., w
2nx+2nu
m ] and [w0

c , ..., w
2nx+2nu
c ]

µk+h+1 ←
∑
l w

l
m · χ̄lk+h+1

Σk+h+1 ←
∑
l w

l
c ·
(
χ̄lk+h+1 − µk+h+1

)
·
(
χ̄lk+h+1 − µk+h+1

)T
end for
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onto a previously un-observed side road).

If no map is available, the autonomous vehicle could construct one over time.

Increasingly, however, high-quality maps are commercially available (such as from

Nokia HERE), and basic road maps are widely available from route navigation

suppliers (such as Garmin’s NAVIGON system).

3.6 Experimental Validation

3.6.1 Study of the Size of the Feature Space and Size of

the SPGP

The first set of evaluations are done to study the performance implications of the

number of features used (N) and the number of pseudo-inputs used (M). LFGP

driver models trained using the full hciLab data set, and used to predict the motion

of a driver-vehicle operating on a simulated roads. Using the LFGPA algorithm,

the state of a vehicle is propagated forward in time 200 time steps along either a

straight road or a curved road. The number of features in the feature space (N)

and the number of pseudo-inputs used by the SPGP (M) are varied to study how

they effect the performance of the LFGPA algorithm, and provide insight into their

selection. Three metrics are used to evaluate performance: 1) the expected value

of the distance of the vehicle from the driving lane center(e1(xk)); 2)the expected

value of the difference between the vehicle heading and the lane heading (e2(xk));

3) the time required to predict the vehicle state forward to a horizon of 200 time

steps.

Figure 3.6 plots the performance metrics as a function of N and M for the

straight road case. In general, the SPGPs with the best performance use larger
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make 200 prediction steps
for the straight road

Figure 3.6: Expected value of the performance metrics e1(xk), e2(xk), and compu-
tation time for a vehicle driving on a straight road.

feature sets (N ∈ {4, 5, 6}), while the SPGPs with smaller feature sets perform

worse. This behavior suggests that when N < 4 features are used, the data set

is not enough to capture the behavior of the driver. This is intuitive because at

least four features are required in the lane feature space to capture the behavior

of drivers in the hciLab data set. When less than four features are used, vehicle-

environment relationships that are distinct and result in different control actions

cannot be distinguished from each other, resulting in poor and noisy predictions.

Figure 3.6(a) also shows LFGPA algorithm performance improving as M becomes

larger. Finally, Figure 3.6(c) plots the time required to make the full 200 prediction

steps as a function of N and M . The number of features used (N) has minimal

impact on the time required to make predictions. For M < 500, the computation

time is nearly flat, and the computation time associated with the SPGP is small

enough that computational time is dominated by other aspects of anticipation. The

prediction time step used is 0.1sec, so Figure 3.6(c) shows that for most choices of

M and N , it takes 3 seconds to predict the behavior of a tracked vehicle 20 seconds

into the future. The complexity of the SPGP is not the only variable that effects

the computational time, however, as the number of lane features computed and

the complexity of the environment used to compute the lane features also effects
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computation times. For M = 500 and larger, however, the SPGP cost dominates,

and computation becomes very expensive.
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(a) E (e1(xk)) for curved
road
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(b) E (e2(xk)) for curved
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(c) Computation Times for
curved road

Figure 3.7: Expected value of the performance metrics e1(xk) and e2(xk) for a
vehicle driving on a curved road.

Figure 3.7 shows the results from the same studies performed on a curved

simulated road. The general performance trends are the same as for the straight

road study (Figure 3.6), with N = 4, 5, 6 having the best performance, and a

weak trend showing performance improving as M becomes larger. The similarity

between Figures 3.7(c) and 3.6(c) suggest that the differing environment has no

impact on the computation time of the algorithm.

Based on these results for the hciLab data set, N = 4 is used in the rest of

the evaluations, as compressing the data any farther has a negative impact on

performance (given Figure 3.4, this result matches expectations). In addition, due

to the trend that performance improves as M becomes larger, M = 200 is chosen.

For these simple roads, smaller values for M perform reasonably well, but for more

complex environments better coverage of the training space might be required.

As noted, M = 200 is also the largest M can become before severely increasing

computation times.

For these values of N and M , the computational time of about 3 seconds to

predict the vehicle state to an anticipation horizon of 200 time steps, or 20 seconds,
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in MATLAB; a C/C++ implementation would see an order of magnitude increase

in speed. This is considered real-time performance, as the anticipation horizon is

much larger than the required time to compute the predictions.

3.6.2 Generalization of LFGPA Algorithm Across Data

Sets

The goal of the next set of studies is to evaluate how general the proposed LFGPA

algorithm is for predicting the future motion of tracked vehicles. Specifically, the

ability of the LFGPA algorithm to be trained on a subset of the data, and evaluated

in a variety of scenarios (some from regions in the training set, some from outside

the training set).

h1 

s1 

h2 
h3 

r1 

r2 

r3 

s2 
s3 

s4 

s5 

Figure 3.8: Region partitioning of the hciLab data set. Much of the route after
the last region defined here (s5) consists of a tunnel, so GPS data is not available.

The hciLab training data set is partitioned into regions by road type, resulting

in three highway regions (h1, h2, h3), three highway ramp regions (r1, r2, r3),

and five surface street regions (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5). Figure 3.8 shows the region

partitions. The performance of the LFGPA algorithm trained with different subsets

of the data (e.g. using only data from the highway regions) predicting the behavior

of driver-vehicle systems operating in the different regions. All LFGPA algorithms
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trained here using N = 4 features and M = 200 pseudo-inputs.

Intra-Region Studies

This section studies the performance of an LFGPA algorithm trained using data

from one region, and used for anticipation in another region of the same type. For

a given region, 100 vehicle states within that region are sampled from the hciLab

data set. Each state is predicted 40 steps forward in time using each of the LFGPA

algorithms being evaluated. The LFGPA algorithms are compared to the actual

vehicle state history from the data set by evaluating the log-likelihood of the actual

vehicle state trajectory from the data set being drawn from the predicted vehicle

state distributions (higher is better).

For a set of vehicle states from the training data set {xk, ...,xk+H}, the LFGPA

algorithm being evaluated is used to predict the motion of the driver-vehicle from

the first state, xk → {(µk+1,Σk+1), ..., (µk+H ,Σk+H)}. The log-likelihood is the log

of the likelihood of that actual driver-vehicle trajectory having been sampled from

the anticipated trajectory:

Log-Likelihood =log
 H∏
j=1
N (xk+j|µk+j,Σk+j)


=

H∑
j=1

log (N (xk+j|µk+j,Σk+j)) (3.13)

Figure 3.9 plots the study results for the highway regions (h1, h2, h3). LFGPA

algorithms are trained using data from each of the three regions (h1, h2, h3), as

well as the combined highway regions (hAll) and the full data set (dAll). When

considering training using data from one region only (h1, h2, h3), the LFGPA

algorithm trained in that region does better than the models trained in either of

the other two regions, although not by a large margin. This shows that LFGPA
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Figure 3.9: Anticipation log-likelihood of LFGPA algorithms learned using differ-
ent highway regions (h1, h2, h3, hAll) and the entire data set (dAll) anticipating
the behavior of vehicles driving in the three highway regions (h1, h2, h3).

algorithms trained with data from geographically different regions can make quali-

tatively competitive predictions to an LFGPA algorithm trained on data from the

region where predictions are being made.

Figure 3.10 plots the study results for the highway ramp regions (r1, r2, r3). In

general, the LFGPA algorithms trained with data from r1 and r3 perform poorly,

except when anticipating the behavior of vehicles in their training region. Here,

the LFPGAA trained with data from r2 works well not only inside its training

region, but also in the distinct regions r1 and r3. The poor performance of the

LFGPA algorithms trained in r1 and r3 is discussed in Section 3.6.2.

Figure 3.11 plots the anticipation performance for lane feature GP driver mod-

els used on surface streets (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5). Similar to the highway and ramp

region studies (Figures 3.9 and 3.10), a number of the LFGPA algorithms work

well both within and without their training data (s2, s3, and s5). The LFGPA

algorithms that perform poorly (s1 and s4) share similarities with the LFGPA

algorithms that perform poorly for the highway ramp regions (r1 and r3), and are
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Figure 3.10: Anticipation log-likelihood of LFGPA algorithms learned using dif-
ferent highway ramp regions (r1, r2, r3, rAll) and the entire data set (dAll)
anticipating the behavior of vehicles driving in the three highway ramp environ-
ments (r1, r2, r3).
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Figure 3.11: Anticipation log-likelihood of LFGPA algorithms learned using differ-
ent surface street regions (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, sAll) and the entire data set (dAll)
anticipating the behavior of vehicles driving in the five surface street environments
(s1, s2, s3, s4, s5).
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discussed in Section 3.6.2.

This section is the first demonstration of the ability of LFGPA algorithms to be

used outside of their training data sets (with a few exceptions). The ability to train

an anticipation algorithm on a data set consisting of humans driving on a some

selected roads, and being able to use it to predict the motion of driver-vehicles

operating on general roads is the primary goal of the LFGPA algorithm.

Training Data Selection

Section 3.6.2 shows that LFGPA algorithms trained in one region can make accu-

rate predictions of driver-vehicle motion in another, but also that not all training

data sets result in effective LFGPA algorithms (r1, r3, s1, and s4, for example).

This section analyzes various training data sets to provide insight into training

effective LFGPA algorithms.

Starting with data sets r1 and r3, Figure 3.8 provides some indication as to

why the LFGPA algorithms trained with data from these regions were unable to

make accurate predictions in r3 – both r1 and r3 consist entirely of right-hand

turns. Intuitively, it makes sense that an LFGPA algorithm trained on these

regions would not be able to predict that a driver would turn left to follow a left-

hand turn, as drivers must do in r2. More concretely, the total range of observed

steering angles in the training data sets from r1 and r3 are φ ∈ [−0.1457, 0.0420]

and φ ∈ [−0.3534, 0.0742], respectively, while the left-hand turn in r2 requires up

to φ = 0.141. Because this steering angle is outside of the range of the training data

sets from r1 and r3, LFGPA algorithms trained on these regions cannot produce

this control, and therefore cannot accurately predict the behavior of drivers in r2.

This analysis also explains why the LFGPA algorithm trained on r3 is able

to predict the motion of driver-vehicles in r1, but not the other way around.

r3 includes a much sharper left-hand turn than r1 (the required control is φ =
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−0.3534), which is outside of the training data set for r1.

Similarly, Figure 3.8 shows that regions s1 and s4 consist of primarily long

straight roads, and intuitively could not therefore be used to train LFGPA algo-

rithms to predict the motion of driver-vehicles negotiating corners. The steering

control ranges for s1 and s4 are φ ∈ [−0.1329, 0.0991] and φ ∈ [−0.1285, 0.1035],

respectively. The range of steering control angles observed in s5 is φ ∈

[−0.7122, 0.5120], well outside the range of angles that can be produced by LFGPA

algorithms trained with data sets from s1 or s4.

This analysis can be used to predict the efficacy of LFGPA algorithms trained

on different subsets of the hciLab data set at making driver-vehicle motion predic-

tions on general roads. A data set comprised of h1, r2, s2, and s5 is expected to

make good predictions anywhere in the hciLab data set, as the subset of regions is

representative of highways, highway ramps, and surface streets. Likewise, a data

set comprised of h1, r2, s2, and s5 is expected to perform worse, as the regions

selected are not as representative of the scenarios faced by drivers. Section 3.6.2

studies the overall predictive power of several LFGPA algorithms.

This section provides insight into the selection of an appropriate training data

set for a given application. To train an LFGPA algorithm that can effectively

predict the behavior of a driver-vehicle operating on surface streets in a city, for

example, the training set must include representative examples of drivers operating

on surface streets. To capture highway behavior the training set must include

examples of drivers operating on highways. To ensure good prediction performance

from an LFGPA algorithm in a given region, the types of driving in that region

must be identified, and the training set must include examples of drivers operating

in theses types of situations. While the LFGPA algorithm does not enable a model

trained using a small data set of drivers on a highway to predict the behavior of
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drivers on winding surface streets, it does enable a driver model trained on a

mixed data set of driving conditions to accurately predict the behavior of drivers

operating in similar conditions anywhere in the world.

General Prediction Performance Studies

This section evaluates the overall effectiveness of various LFGPA algorithms in

predicting the behavior of driver-vehicle systems in the hciLab data set. To study

the effectiveness of a given LFGPA algorithm, the full state history for one of the

drivers’ route traversals in the hciLab data set is used for validation. LFGPA

algorithms are trained using subsets of the data from the other nine drivers. A 40

time step prediction (4 seconds) is made every tenth state in the route traversal

(1 second). A prediction is accurate if the true vehicle state stays within the

95% confidence bound of the anticipated vehicle state distribution for the entire

prediction window. Additionally, the precision of an anticipation algorithm is given

by the average trace of the covariance matrix of accurate predictions. The ideal

anticipation algorithm is both accurate and precise. An algorithm that performs

accurately, but predicts very large covariance matrices leads to safe, but very

conservative planning. Of course, an algorithm that performs poorly on accuracy

also leads to unsafe behavior.

An LFGPA algorithm trained with data from all of the regions is evaluated

first as a benchmark for the other LFGPA algorithms used. An LFGPA algorithm

trained with the subset of data likely to perform well given the analysis in Sec-

tion 3.6.2({h1, r2, s2, s5}) is evaluated and compared to the benchmark. Finally,

two LFGPA algorithms trained on data sets likely to result in poor performance

({h1, r2, s2, s5} and {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}) are evaluated.

The benchmark LFGPA algorithm is trained using the entire training set, i.e.

this is the most complete training set, in terms of diversity of data. Figure 3.12
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Figure 3.12: Prediction performance using a lane feature GP driver model trained
with the entire data set. Points in green are initial conditions from which the
anticipations were accurate. Points in red are initial conditions from which the
anticipation was inaccurate. Here, 93.4% of the predictions were accurate.

plots the initial conditions used in anticipation from the route of the driver, color

coded by the accuracy of the prediction from that initial condition (green is ac-

curate, red is inaccurate). For this LFGPA algorithm, 93.4% of predictions were

accurate. The precision for this driver model is 3.766.

Figure 3.13 shows the accuracy of an LFGPA algorithm trained with data from

regions {h1, r2, s2, s5}. The accuracy of 92.3% and precision of 5.884 is very close

to the benchmark set by the LFGPA algorithm trained with the complete data set.

The good performance of this LFGPA algorithm is expected because its training set

is chosen based on the analysis in Section 3.6.2. As a result, the LFGPA algorithm

trained with this data set can make accurate predictions of driver-vehicle motion

outside of its training set and on any type of road from the hciLab data set. Note

that a primary area where this LFGPA algorithm performs worse than the LFGPA

algorithm trained with the full data set is r1, which is a high-speed, tight, right-

hand ramp from one highway to another, which is outside the training set for this

LFGPA algorithm.

Figure 3.14 shows the accuracy of the model trained using regions
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Figure 3.13: Prediction performance using a lane feature GP driver model trained
with the data from regions {h1, r2, s2, s5}. Points in green are initial conditions
from which the anticipations were accurate. Points in red are initial conditions
from which the anticipation was inaccurate. Here, 92.3% of the predictions were
accurate.

Figure 3.14: Prediction performance using a lane feature GP driver model trained
with the data from regions {h1, r2, s2, s5}. Points in green are initial conditions
from which the anticipations were accurate. Points in red are initial conditions
from which the anticipation was inaccurate. Here, 73.9% of the predictions were
accurate.
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{h1, r2, s2, s5}. This model has an accuracy of 73.9%, and a precision of 7.530,

both significantly worse than the benchmark LFGPA algorithm, matching the low

expectations for an LFGPA algorithm trained with this data set.

Figure 3.15: Prediction performance using a lane feature GP driver model trained
with only surface street data ({s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}). Points in green are initial
conditions from which the anticipations were accurate. Points in red are initial
conditions from which the anticipation was inaccurate. Here, only 69.2% of the
predictions were accurate, and accuracy on the highway regions is especially bad.

Finally, an LFGPA algorithm trained using only data from surface streets

({s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}) is compared to the benchmark. Figure 3.15 shows the

prediction accuracy of the LFGPA algorithm matches expectations by performing

poorly overall and particularly so on highway and ramp regions, neither of which

are included in the training set for this LFGPA algorithm.

Table 3.3: Anticipation Accuracy and Precision

Accuracy Precision training set length (km)
All 93.4% 3.766 18.13

{h1, r2, s2, s5} 92.3% 5.884 5.08
{h3, r3, s4, s5} 73.9% 7.530 3.24

Highway 78.3% 4.393 11.32
Ramp 81.0% 4.993 3.10

Surface 69.2% 18.36 3.72
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Table 3.3 summarizes the results in this section. The success of the LFGPA

algorithm trained using the diverse subset of data ({h1, r2, s2, s5}) shows that the

LFGPA algorithm can successfully predict the motion of human-driven vehicles

anywhere in the hciLab data set, including regions not included in the training data

set for the model. Here, an LFGPA algorithm trained using data from only 5.08

kilometers of roads is able to accurately predict the behavior of driver-vehicles op-

erating throughout the 18.13 kilometer environment. Also noteworthy, an LFGPA

algorithm using only 200 data points in the GP input space is able to effectively

anticipate the behavior of a human driven vehicle operating on over 18 kilome-

ters of road, which would require many thousands of data points if trained in the

vehicle’s inertial state space instead of the lane feature space presented here.

Lane-Feature GP Driver Models Across Data Sets

To primary advantage of the LFGPA algorithm is that it allows a driver-vehicle

model to be trained on a relatively small data set and used to predict driver-

vehicle motion in general environments. Section 3.6.2 demonstrates the ability

of LFGPA algorithms (in this section, the LFGPA algorithm is trained with the

{h1, r2, s2, s5} data set) to make accurate predictions of driver-vehicle motion

outside of the training data sets used. This section further studies the ability of an

LFGPA algorithm to work generally by using an LFGPA algorithm trained using

a subset of the hciLab data to predict the motion of driver-vehicles from the data

set collected and used in Section 2.6.

Figure 3.16 shows the prediction of a human-driven vehicle making a left turn

in the data set from Chapter 2 using a driver modeled trained on the data set from

Chapter 2, and an LFGPA algorithm trained on the hciLab data set from the same

initial conditions. Qualitatively, the LFGPA algorithm prediction looks similar to

the GP-aGMM prediction.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of predictions for left turn maneuver between a GP-
aGMM driver model trained on the same data set (3.16(a)) and an LFGPA algo-
rithm trained on the hciLab data set(3.16(b))
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Figure 3.17: Log-likelihood comparison (smaller is better) of an LFGPA algorithm
trained on data from the hciLab data set, and a GP-aGMM trained on the local
data set.
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A more quantitative analysis is performed by using the LFGPA algorithm and

the GP-aGMM to predict the behavior of all of the examples of a human driver

making the left turn in the data set from Section 2.6. Figure 3.17 plots the log-

likelihood (NLL) of the actual trajectories of the human driven vehicles in the

data set having been sampled from the predicted trajectories calculated by the

two algorithms. The LFGPA algorithm is competitive to the GP-aGMM, and

even scores higher on average for short horizons. The better performance over

short horizons, and the growing error and standard deviation for longer horizons,

is due to the fact that the LFGPA algorithm predicts smaller covariance matrices

for the driver-vehicle states than the GP-aGMM, which can be seen in Figure 3.16.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter presents a novel process for generalizing Gaussian Process driver

models outside of their training data set. The generalization works by training

Gaussian Process driver models in a lane feature space rather than the vehicle’s

inertial state space. The lane feature space captures the relationship between the

vehicle state and its local environment, so the GP driver model learned in this space

can be used to anticipate the behavior of drivers operating in any environment,

not just those included in the training data set. This generalization alleviates the

need to collect a training data set that fully covers the environment in which the

algorithm will be used, making the application of GP driver models for anticipation

in larger environments feasible.

A method for automatically selecting a relevant subset from a large lane fea-

ture space during driver model training is also presented. A high-dimensional lane

feature space is defined, with partially redundant features, and optimal subsets for

the GP driver models are automatically extracted before training. This system
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can easily handle the inclusion of new types of features. For the application pre-

sented here, a subset of four features is found to be the optimal choice for trading

performance with computational and training complexity.

The presented algorithm is evaluated on a large data set consisting of hu-

man drivers operating in Stuttgart, Germany. Lane feature GP driver models are

trained using the data set, and the accuracy and precision of the models are eval-

uated in simulation and on examples from the data set. A large-scale evaluation

of the proposed anticipation algorithm is performed by anticipating the behavior

of one of the hciLab drivers using data from the other nine. The key result from

this evaluation is that a lane feature GP driver model trained using data from a

subset of the regions in the environment shows similar anticipation performance

to a driver model trained using the full data set, even when making anticipations

outside of its training regions.

Although the presented algorithm allows a small training set to be used to

train a widely applicable driver model, the training set must still contain examples

of the types of scenarios the driver model is expected to encounter. The process

of selecting a training data set is explored, and a driver model trained with the

selected set it shown to have good general performance. However, the selection of

a training set depends on the intended application of the driver model – although

the driver models here are shown to perform well in a mix of city and highway

driving, they would not be able to accurately anticipate the behavior of a driver on,

for example, a winding mountain road without examples from such roads included

in the training set.

Finally, the presented algorithm is used with a training set from the hciLab

data to make predictions about driver behavior in an entirely different data set,

and is shown to make qualitatively similar predictions to a GP driver model trained
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on data from that same data set. The power of training a GP driver model in the

presented lane feature space to generalize driver models is demonstrated by a

driver model trained on data collected by a different lab, in a different city, under

different conditions making reasonable predictions about the behavior of human

drivers operating the simulator used to collect data for Chapter 2.
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CONCLUSION

Chapter 1 presents a method for probabilistically anticipating the future states

of tracked objects with nonlinear dynamics. Gaussian Mixture Models are used

to represent the probability distribution over the object’s state, allowing for non-

Gaussian beliefs. A novel method for evaluate the accuracy of propagation of

individual mixands through the dynamics model is developed, which gives the algo-

rithm the ability to recognize when nonlinearities in the dynamics function are neg-

atively impacting the accuracy of belief propagation. The algorithm then adapts

the Gaussian Mixture Model by splitting the innacurately propagated mixand into

several mixands with reduced covariances, to mitigate the impact of nonlinearities.

The mixand splitting uses pre-computed optimal splits calculated for a one dimen-

sional case, and applies the splits online useing a series of simple transformations.

The algorithm is evaluated in simulation and on a publically available data set.

In addition, an anecdotal example is provided, showing that the algorithm would

have been able to predict the collision that occured between Cornell’s and MIT’s

DARPA Urban Challenge entries. Additionally, the algorithm is implemented in

real hardware and operates in real time, and can be used by planning algorithm’s

on Cornell’s autonomous vehicle.

Chapter 2 addresses the problem of modeling a human-driven vehicle. The

presented algorithm uses a traditional parametric model to capture the vehicle

dynamics, and a non parametric data driven Gaussian Process regression model

to model the human driver. An efficient anticipation algorithm is constructed us-

ing this model. Due to the computational cost of Gaussian Process evaluations,

a closed form approximation is used that evaluates the Gaussian Process over a

normal distribution, instead of a point, so the Gaussian Process only needs to be

evaluated once per mixand per timestep. However, because the Gaussian Process
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is no longer being evaluated using the sigma point transform, the nonlinearity de-

tection work in Chapter 1 will no longer effectively respond to nonlinearities in the

driver model. Chapter 2 presents two novel metrics for evaluating the accuracy

of a Gaussian Process evaluated over an input distribution: first, a measure of

how Gaussian the output of the Gaussian Process is by analytically computing

the excess kurtosis of the output distribution; and second, a measure of how lin-

ear the training data of the Gaussian Process is local to the input distribution.

To further address the computational cost of Gaussian Process models, a novel

on-the-fly compression scheme is presented. The overall algorithm is evaluated

using simple one dimensional simulation problems and data collected from human

drivers operating in a driving simulator. The algorithm is shown to provide ac-

curate predictions using Gaussian Process models at a significant computational

advantage over existing works.

A major drawback to the work in Chapter 2 when applied to the problem

of anticipating the behavior of human drivers is the logistical and computational

challenge presented by the required training data set for the Gaussian Process

driver model. In order to be useable, the training data set would need to fully

cover the environment with reasonable density — this makes applying these meth-

ods on a city-scale infeasible. Chapter 3 presents a method for generalizing the

state of tracked objects for anticipation by transforming the object’s state into a

feature space that captures the relationship between the object and its local envi-

ronment. In the resulting feature space, Gaussian Process driver models trained

using data from one environment can be used to make effective predictions in any

similar environment. Using a Gaussian Process compression scheme, a Gaussian

Process driver model with only 200 training data points is shown to make accurate

predictions about a tracked vehicle’s future behavior over a 20 kilometer route.
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To summarize, this thesis presents the following novel contributions:

• A method for detecting nonlinearities in a dynamics model during sigma

point propagation

• A method for computing optimal splits of a Gaussian distribution

• A method for applying pre-computed optimized splits to arbitrary problems

in a real time system

• Analysis of the anticipation algorithm on real and simulated data

• The decomposition of the model of a human driven vehicle into a parametric

vehicle model and a Gaussian Process driver model

• An on-the-fly compression algorithm that reduces the computational cost of

evaluating Gaussian Processes over uncertain states

• A metric that evaluates how Gaussian the output of a Gaussian Process eval-

uated at an uncertain state is by calculating analytically the excess kurtosis

• A metric that evaluates how linear the training data of a Gaussian Process

is local to an uncertain state input

• The generalization of object states by transforming them into a feature space

• Applying feature space transformations to make using Gaussian Process

driver models feasible in large scale environments

• A method for automatically identifying important features in the feature

space

• Analysis of Gaussian Process driver models trained in feature spaces on real

driver data
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APPENDIX A

KURTOSIS DERIVATION

The kurtosis of a distribution is defined as kurt(y) = E[y4]− 3(E[y2])2. Using this

definition, finding the kurtosis of the output of a GP is equivalent to finding the

fourth order cumulant of the output, κ4 = µ4 − 3µ2
2. The fourth order cumulant

of a GP output evaluated over a Gaussian input distribution, x∗ ∼ N (µx,Σx), is:

κ4(g(x∗)) = (A.1)

κ(κ4(g(x∗)|x∗)) + 4κ(κ3(g(x∗)|x∗), κ(g(x∗)|x∗))

+ 3κ(κ2(g(x∗)|x∗), κ2(g(x∗)|x∗))

+ 6κ(κ2(g(x∗)|x∗), κ(g(x∗)|x∗), κ(g(x∗)|x∗))

+ κ4(κ(g(x∗)|x∗))

where κ4(g(x∗)|x∗) = 0, κ3(g(x∗)|x∗) = 0 since the output of a GP at a known

input point is Gaussian. This allows Equation A.1 to be simplified to:

κ4(g(x∗)) = (A.2)

3κ(σ2(x∗), σ2(x∗)) + 6κ(σ2(x∗), µ(x∗), µ(x∗))

+ κ4(µ(x∗))
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The terms in Equation A.2 can then be expressed in terms of expectation integrals

of the GP functions evaluated over x∗:

κ(σ2(x∗), σ2(x∗)) (A.3)

=var(σ2(x∗))

=E[σ2(x∗)2]− E[σ2(x∗)]E[σ2(x∗)]

κ(σ2(x∗), µ(x∗), µ(x∗)) (A.4)

=E[µ(x∗)2σ2(x∗)]− 2E[µ(x∗)σ2(x∗)]E[µ(x∗)]

− E[σ2(x∗)]E[µ(x∗)2] + 2E[σ2(x∗)]E[µ(x∗)]2

κ4(µ(x∗)) = µ4[µ(x∗)]− 3µ2[µ(x∗)]2 (A.5)

where

µ4(µ(x∗)) =E[µ(x∗)4]− 4E[µ(x∗)3]E[µ(x∗)] (A.6)

+ 6E[µ(x∗)2]E[µ(x∗)]2 − 3E[µ(x∗)]4

µ2(µ(x∗)) =E[µ(x∗)2]− E[µ(x∗)]2 (A.7)

This means that computing the fourth order cumulant of the GP output requires

the evaluation of the following additional expectation integrals that are not re-

quired for the evaluation of the mean, covariance, and cross-covariance:

E[µ(x∗)σ2(x∗)]

E[µ(x∗)3]

E[σ2(x∗)2]

E[µ(x∗)2σ2(x∗)]

E[µ(x∗)4]

of which E[µ(x∗)σ2(x∗)] and E[µ(x∗)3] are O(N3) and the rest are O(N4). These

expectation integrals can be simplified by substituting in the GP equations for
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µ(x∗) and σ2(x∗):

E[µ(x∗)σ2(x∗)] =σ2
n

∑
i

βili −
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

K−1
ij βkOijk (A.8)

E[µ(x∗)3] =
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

βiβjβkOijk (A.9)

E[σ2(x∗)2] =(σ2
n)2 − 2σ2

n

∑
i

∑
j

K−1
ij Lij+ (A.10)

∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

∑
d

K−1
ij K−1

kdWijkd

E[µ(x∗)2σ2(x∗)] =σ2
n

∑
i

∑
j

βiβjLij− (A.11)

∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

∑
d

K−1
ij βkβdWijkd

E[µ(x∗)4] =
∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

∑
d

βiβjβkβdWijkd (A.12)

where β = [β1, . . . , βN ]T = K−1y and Oijk and Wijkd are defined as:

Oijk = (A.13)∫
C (x∗, xi)C (x∗, xj)C (x∗, xk)N (x∗|µx,Σx)dx∗

Wijkd = (A.14)∫
C (x∗, xi)C (x∗, xj)C (x∗, xk)C (x∗, xd)N (x∗|µx,Σx)dx∗

Since the GP Covariance function, C (xi, xj), is of the squared exponential form,

the integral expressions for Oijk and Wijkd can be expressed as the integral over

the product of four and five Gaussian distributions respectfully, with the appro-

priate normalization terms. Since the product of Gaussian distributions is itself a
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Gaussian, the above expressions simplify to:

Oijk =zO
∫
N (x∗|µ̄O, Σ̄O)dx∗ (A.15)

=zO

Wijkd =zW
∫
N (x∗|µ̄W , Σ̄W )dx∗ (A.16)

=zW

where Σ̄O = (3Λ−1 + Σ−1
x )−1 and Σ̄W = (4Λ−1 + Σ−1

x )−1. The normalization terms,

zO and zW , are defined as:

zO = (σ2
f )3

∣∣∣Σ̄O

∣∣∣ 1
2 |Σx|−

1
2 (A.17)∏

xa∈{xi,xj ,xk}
exp(−1

2(xa − µx)TBO
1 (xa − µx)

∏
xb∈{xi,xj ,xk}|b<a

exp(−1
2(xa − xb)TBO

2 (xa − xb))

zW = (σ2
f )4

∣∣∣Σ̄W

∣∣∣ 1
2 |Σx|−

1
2 (A.18)∏

xa∈{xi,xj ,xk,xd}
exp(−1

2(xa − µx)TBW
1 (xa − µx)

∏
xb∈{xi,xj ,xk,xd}|b<a

exp(−1
2(xa − xb)TBW

2 (xa − xb))

where BO
1 = Λ−1Σ̄OΣ−1

x , BW
1 = Λ−1Σ̄WΣ−1

x , BO
2 = Λ−1Σ̄OΛ−1, BW

2 = Λ−1Σ̄WΛ−1,

.
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